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Animal health program
Lakeland sweeps playoff,
[ding
at MSU has new interest bound for state tourney
summer in Paris, France
See story on page 2

See story on page 11

See story on page 2
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—News In Brief
Nixon says he considered using
the bomb four times during term
NEW YORK(AP)- Former President Richard M. Nixon said
he seriously considered using the atomic bomb four times during
his presidency, in Vietnam, the Middle East, China and Pakistan,
according to a published report.
Time magazine, in its July 21 issue, quoted Nixon as saying he
considered and rejected the use of nuclear weapons during the
Vietnam War.
"I ruled out bombing the dikes and the nuclear option. I rejected the bombing of the dikes, which would have drowned 1
million people, for the same reason that I rejected the nuclear option. Because the targets presented were not military targets."
he said.
Nixon said he also considered using nuclear weapons in China
when there were border conflicts with the Soviet Union.
Henry Kissinger, then national security adviser,"used to come
in and talk about the situation. ... Henry said,'Can the U.S. allow
the Soviet Union to jump the Chinese.'- that is, to take out their
nuclear capability. We had to let the Soviets know we would not
tolerate that."
Another occasion came in 1971 during the India-Pakistan war,
Nixon told Time during two interviews conducted in early July.
"After (Indira) Gandhi completed the decimation of East
Pakistan. she wanted to gobble up West Pakistan. At least that's
the way I read it. The Chinese were climbing the walls. We were
concerned that the Chinese might intervene to stop India," Nixon
said.
"We didn't learn till later that they didn't have that kind of conventional capability." .he said. "But if they did step in, and the
Soviets reacted, what would we do? There was no-question wIrat -we would have done."
He said the fourth occasion involved the Middle East during the
1973 war, when Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev "threatened to intervene unilaterally in the Mideast. We could not allow Israel to
go down the tube. We could not allow the Soviets to have a
predominant position in the region."
Nixon said U.S. diplomats "did not so much want to threaten
the Soviet Union with nuclear weapons as to indicate that the U.S.
woeld resist them, conventional and nuclear."

Elsewhere...
ByMteAmortstANWPmes

JOHANNESBURG< South Africa - In the first state of
emergency called by the white minority government in a quarter
of a century, police reportedly arrest 113 anti-apartheid activists.
Three blacks were killed by police in a township not covered by
the emergency declaration.
GENEVA. Switzerland - OPEC oil ministers are considering
cutting some prices, but full agreement may be blocked by Iran
and other members who prefer further cuts in production.
STA VA, Italy - Investigators hope engineers' inspections will
help determine if negligence caused an earthen dike to collapse,
erasing this alpine vacation hamlet and killing more than 200
people.
WASHINGTON
President Reagan says he's "eager to get
back to work" after cancer surgery but White House aides
restrict his schedule to a half-hour's worth of meetings today and
have booked no appointments beyond Tuesday's abbreviated appearance with President Li Xiannian of China.
WASHINGTON - The Senate Republican leadership has quietly appealed for political help from top black leaders, stressing in
a private meeting that many GOP senators have not followed the
Reagan administration's civil rights policies.
EVANSVILLE,Ind.- Maps of Indiana and Kentucky show the
line between Central and Eastern time to be a precise, orderly
division along county borders. But in practice the line is not so
neat, and the U.S. Department of Transportation is beginning
hearings on proposed changes.
WASHINGTON - The children of the postwar Baby Boom are
having chidren, and-that means the nation is undergoing a Baby
Boomlet, according to Census Bureau statistics that put the
population of the United States at 237,839,000 last New Year's
Day.
STOUGHTON, Wis. - Term papers for Steve Landfried's high
school political affairs class don't gather dust after they are written: He assigns videotape documentaries, some of which have
been seen by an audience ranging from local cable subscribers to
the state's Congressional delegation in Washington: D.C.
CHICAGO - Walter Poloychak. a 12-year-old thrust into the international spotlight five years ago when he refused to return to
the Soviet Ukraine with his parents, says now that he misses
them but has no regrets about his decision to stay in the United
States.
PHILADELPHIA - Amina Fakir of Detroit has defeated 52
other young women to become Miss Black America. Ms. Fakir, a
University of Michigan student, won the finals during Saturday
night's pageant here, pageant spokesman Norman Hayes said.
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Tonight: Cloudy with a 40
percent chance of
thunderstorms. Low in the
upper 60s. East wind 5 to 10
mph.
Tuesday: Partly sunny
with a 40 percent chance of
more thuritierstorms.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast foil
Wednesday through FridaY7'
- -.ails for seasonably warm
weather- with little if any
precipitation expected.
LAKE LEI, ELS
Kentucky Lake
358.
Barkley Lake
5S.3P1

Let us spray
A timely spraying of insecticide helps keep the bugs from getting
the best of John Musch's dwarf apple trees. Musch sprayed the
,

trees at his 802 South 17th Street home Monday morning.

Legislators feel good about session
From Ms" Al' report•

Now that the 1985 extraordinary session of the Kentucky
General Assembly has come to a
close, Sen. Greg Higdon, DFancy Farm. and Rep. Freed
Curd. D-Murray, feel good about
what was accomplished.
Both agree that the elimination of the spouse's obligation to
pay an inheritance tax and the
reduction of the inventtry tax
are major steps,forward: They
feel that corporate tax structure
revisions will aid West Kentucky
businesses.
Higdon says the allbcation of
more than $800,000 for a girls
treatment facility will have a
direct impact on West Kentucky. To be built on Highway 45
outside of Mayfield. the home

for juvenile girls will provide 40
new jobs to people in western
Kentucloi.
Also directly affecting .1West.
Kentucky is the construction b-f-a
new prison, said Higdon.
Presently, Lyon County is putting in a strong bid for the site
Higdon said the motor fuels
tax increase lost support
because of the threat of a loss of
competitive power in West Kentucky against fuel sales in adjoining Tennessee counties, and
because of the failure to compromise on hiking diesel fuel
rates.

ratio in the bottom six grades is
the best place to make
improvements."
Higdon said that, though he
supported the education
package going into the session,
he is surprised the legislature
was able to accomplish as much
as they- did.
"I want to caution, that the
program is not a cure-a% but
it's a step in the right direction,"
said Higdon.
To Gov. Martha Layne Collins
and House Speaker Don Blandford, the session brought
satisfaction and relief.
For Collins, it was a chance perhaps her la} - to prove-that
she could leave her mark on
Kentucky; ..to prove that -her
18-month crusade for education

Curd and Higdon are both
pleased with the outcome of the
education plan. Curd said, "I
think the lower teacherpupil

For BlandforA, the victory
was`more persofial. His name
will not be attached to the taxes
enacted during the session. nor_ will he be given credit for
whatever good tha money does
to improve Kentucky's schools.
Yet Blandforci considers the
session a confirmation of the
style that won him election as
speaker earlier this year. •
Collins Wok pains to stress
that the effort was not hers
alone. •_ .We had a good
partnership."

-4— • - .......
KEY WEST, Fla. (AP) - It's
"the richest lobster bed 'in the
world" - the reef of silver bars
five feet high found in the
Florida Straits where a Spanish
galleon sank in a hurricane in
1622.
Divers found the cargo hold of
the Nuestra Senora de Atocha on
Saturday.
On Sunday, - Mel Fisher, who
heads Treasure Salvors, visited
the site, 40 miles west of here.
On the decks of three of his boats
were piled some of the 200 or so
75-pound bars of pure silver that
divers recovered.
"I'm a millionaire," said Don
Kincaid, with tears of happiness. Kincaid, an executive in
Fisher's company, searched for
years for pieces of the three.
master and a -sister ship, the
Santa Margarita, that sank in a
storm after leaving Havana for
Spain.

Saturday was the high point of
a 16-VW effort to trace the
wreckage in 50 feet of water
over a 8 square miles, court battles, money problems and death.
One of Fisher's sons and a
daughter-in-law died when a
salvage boat overturned in a
storm 10 years ago.
The Atocha's manifest indicated 1,200 bars of silver had
been aboard and some of the
passengers also carried personal wealth, said one company
official.
Twelve-hundred silver bars of
about 75 pounds each would be
worth more than $6 million at today's prices of about $6 per Troy
ounce, without considering their
value as archeological artifacts.
Estimates of the value of the
cargo on both ships, at today's
rates, have been put at around
$400 million.

George Wallace in Denver
for surgery to stop his pain
DENVER (AP ) - Alabama
Gov. George C. Wallace says
he'll conduct some official
business from his hospital room
here while awaiting spinal
surgery that he hopes .will end
the pain that as plagued him
since a 1472 assassination
attempt.
The shooting attack left him
.paralyzertfrd_—*She waist down.
The 65-year-old Wallace ap:
peared pale and weary after he
arrived at DenVer's Craig
Hospital on Sunday with his
wife, Lisa.
, Asked if he would continue to
control the state of - Alabama.
from his hospital room, the

-governor noted that he had his
top advisors with him.
"There's some work for me to
do tomorrow and the next cliay."
before Wednesday's surgery.
Wallace said at a brief news
conference.
The surgery will take place in
am.operating room at Swedish
Medicel Center kdjacent to
Craig. Dr. Robert
neurosurgeon,Edgar*Denv Will perform the relatively new surgical
procedure.
Edgar said that 80 percent of ' DON'T 1.00K RACK - lark Allen. a 23 y ear-old Kentucky
graduate, won the Oaks country clutOlen's invitational chamhis patients are virtually painpionship over the iVeekend. For tournament story, photos and
free after undergoing the operascores, see today's sports rction. Pages 19-11.
tion, known as dorsal root entry
14.714 photo toy Jim Reeler
zone micro-coagulation.
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had not been 'ignored aud her
place in history along with it.
-I'm excited, you all. Do you
'realize what we've-accomplished'"asked Collins'during a Friday afternoon new conference.

Divers discover 'richest
lobster bed in the World'
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Animal health program at MSU
seeking renewed interest this fall

TRIM:MIN' AIM\6 - John W imams. of Black's Decorating Center, glides the paint brush along the
columns in what will soon house the Murray State New s. Renovation to Murray State University's
Wilson Hall is expected to be completed by early fall. with the campus newspaper 14 nd all classrooms
and facilities in the building getting a complete facelift. Elevators have also been installed into the
three-story building. located on the south end-of the campus.

French teacher from Murray spending her
summer days at American College in Paris
Mrs. Sue Spann, a French
teacher at Murray High School
is spending July at the Summer
Institute for French Teachers at
the American College in Paris to
gain insight into the latest in
teaching methods and techniques. Spann has plans to begin
an Advanced Placement Program in the school syllabus this
fall and each year she lead a
group of outstanding students on
a tour of France.
The Summer Institute at the
American College it Paris provides a unique experience for
secondary teachers of the
French language
:literature and
contemporary culture. The program is designed to meet a
_growing demand • for a more
dynamic approach to the
teaching of foreign languages.
Teachers who participate in- the
Institute's varied program
return to their teaching posts
armed with fresh ideas and enthusiasm. prepared to meet the
challenges of the classroom with
renewed vigor. The foyr-week
program is limited to430 participants and is conducted en-

tirely in French.
The first two weeks of the pro-

discuss teaching experiences
with other teachers of French
from all over the world.

gram are spent on intensive
language practice, _ including
text analyses, phonetics- and

The activities of the second
two weeks focus on practical applications in various classroom
situations and on the teaChing of
Advanced Placement and International Baccalaureate courses
in both language and literature.
Participants attend lectures and
discussion groups on politics.
art, literature, journalism and
the French educational system.
There are numerous afternoon
excursions in Paris and
weekends are left free to allow
plenty of time to explore the city
and its environs.

non-verbal communiCations.
New teaching- methods, a study
of the theory and practice of
teaching written and oral
French. and the techniques of
teaching conversational French
are examined in depth. There is
time allotted for individual
research in the Library • and
Resource Center of the Centre_
International d'Etudes
Pedagogiques de Sevres, and
participants are encouraged to

County board calls meeting Tuesda),
The Calloway County Board of
Education has called a special

ed on the agenda are consideration of student personnel, the
girls softball program: attendance policies and personnel
matters.
The meeting is open to the
public.

poard meeting for Tuescia.y, July
23 at 7:30 p.m. in the board of
education offices.
Among the items to be includ,

About 75 memb.frs of the
Agriculture Advisory Board at
Murray State University got a
sneak preview Wednesday of the
reason the animal health
technology program on the campus is expected to have renewed
impetns this fall.
They saw the A. Carman
Building on College Farm Road
where a $425,000 renovation project has been virtually completed to house the program,
which is the only four-year offering of its kind in Kentucky.
Tours of the Carman Building,
along with other university farm
facilities, followed a morning
board meeting and luncheon in
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center.
Much of the attention focused
on the Carman Building,
fortfierly a livestock _pavilion,
which has been transformed into
a teaching and laboratory facility to be used for animal health
technology, as well as other programs in the agriculture
curriculum.
A formal ceremony to
rededicate the building will be
scheduled later in the fall, according to Dr. James T. Long,
chairman of the Department of
Agriculture.

Dr. Terry Canerdy, a
veterinarian who joined the
agriculture faculty in the fall of
1984 to direct the animal health
technology program. said an ac•

creditation review process by
the American Veterinary
Medical Association is underway, with a site,visit expected in
the fall.
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Visitors saw surgical
facilities, an X-ray unit, both
clinical and anatomy and
physiology laboratories, boarding facilities for small animals,
classrooms, offices and a conference room in their tour of the
18-year-old building.
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Murrayans arrested
A weekend burglary of a city
residence ended in the arrest of
two Murray residents, according to the Murray Police
Department, which made the arrests Sunday afternoon. ••
Arrested were Jeff A.
Schroader, 18, of 1644 Olive
Street. and Robert E. Hedrick,
also 18. of 1639 Miller Avenue.
Both were charged with second
degree burglary in connection
with the theft of approximately
$1,500 in various items from Apt.
4, 1610 Farmer Avenue.
The burglary is suspected to
have taken place sometime fate
Saturday night or early Sunday
morning, with the arrests made
about 2:30 p.m. Sunday.
"Most or all of the items stolen
were recovered," reported officer Larry Elkins.
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LINIAR SERVES AS CONGRESSIONAL INTERN - Dr.
riarouk ['mar (left), professor of political science at Murray
State University, served during June as a faculty intern in the
office of 1.:.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, who represents the 23/
1
2-county
First Congressional District of Kentucky. Umar, who joined
the
Murray State faculty in 1970, was awarded a summer professional development grant by the university to work in Hubbard's
Washing-ton. D.C., office.
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'When .7ou need a loan,
we've got the answer...
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BUCKINGHAM RAY'S FINAL MARK DOWN SALE IS IN PROGRESS
THEY HAVE LOTS OF REGULAR PRICE SUMMER CLOTHING LEFT &
THEY NEED TO MAKE Poom FOR NEW FALL FASHIONS, SO THEY ARE
SLASHING THE PRICES TO COST & BELOW
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Lots of 55 Items and '1,0 Items And All
Other Summer Clothing is 1/2 Price
Or less - Shorts-Skirts-Slacks-Blauses
Suits - Dresses All Reduced 50 to 60% or 4151e
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MEN'S (Both Stores)
1/2

Dress Slacks
No question about it. ...1t Lincoln Federal
we'll go out of OW N1av u) make money available
for you..

Now!
Price

Large Group Casual

Young Men Pants

10.0°

Large Group Young Men's

Shorts & Shirts

Money for new cars, famik vacations, home
fimprovementS, medical bills, or a college
education.
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1/2 Price
All Suits Now
All Sport Coats
50-60% Off
1/
2 Price
Men's Walk Shorts
Levi Straight Leg (Downtown Only)
'129°
Ties 00 to 115°° t\i-ow '75° '15 to'20Now 5850

Look to Lincoln Federal. ‘Vhen von need a
loan, we've got the answer.
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royko says

by mike royko

Shanker boosts
merit pay for teachers
Albert Shanker, the contro- Teachers designated by school
versial president of the.Amer7__ administrators as "mentors"
ican Federation of Teachers, visit other classrooms to
has proposed that our nation's watch and evaluate their
schools begin awarding merit peers' teaching skills.
pay for outstanding teachers
The mentor teachers are
based on nationwide tests and given merit pay for the extra
evaluations. We agree. Sala- time they spend evaluating
ries for teaching are among other teachers.
the lowest of paid professionThe AFT and the larger Naals in the country — with an tional Education Association
average salary of $23,500. in the past have criticized
These low wages have divert- both the Mentor Teacher Proed many potential teachers gram and the concept of merit
away from teaching careers pay, saying they are divisive
in search of better pay.
and set teachers against each
Merit pay for teachers &her. But Shanker's proposal
would increase competition indicates that merit pay is an
among teachers, making them idea whose time has come.
strive for better teaching
Many teachers consider
standards.
their classrooms to be shrines
Here's what Shanker pro- to their own personal ideas
posed: a national panel of ex- • about teaching. They don't apperts to develop and adminis- preciate other instructors tellter a national examination of ing them how to teach. Others
teachers' knowledge of vari- welcome the fresh ideas and
ous subject areas, including input from their colleagues.
math, history and science.
Shanker has come a long
Teachers would also be evalu- way from the megaphone-totated on classroom perform- ing union organizer of the late
ance. Merit pay would be 1960s and early '70s. He today
awarded if a teacher's overall is a much more pragmatic
performance on ths test and spokesman for the country's
in the classroom met with teachers. He has said the , only
high standards to be set by the way of gaining respect , ansl
national panel
-more pay for teachers is by
• Classroom evaluation has raising the teaching standards
already been introduced in a of our schools.
number of school districts
The merit pay concept is
around Caliornia with the one step on the road to revitalMentor Teacher Program. izing our nation's schools.

looking back
Ten years ago
Excavation has started at the
site of a new swimming • pool
complex located in MurrayCalloway County Park. Work
also is progressing on ball fields
at the new park site.
A total of 473 students at Murray State University have filed
applications for degrees to be
awarded at summer commencement exercises on Aug. 1.
The home of Jack Dedmon in
the New Concord community
was destroyed by fire- last night.
Miss Annie Deborah Peal,
daughter of the Rev. and Mrs.
Eugene Peal, and the Rev.
Richard Dale Clendenen. son of
Mr. and Mrs. William Clendenen
of Lynch, were married atCalvary First Pentecostal
Church.
Katie ' Paschall of Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn.; has been
selected as the first recipient of
a $3,000 Jesse Stuart Fellowship
given by Murray State
University.
Twentyyears ago
Two dangerous curves, one on
Highway 94 a„nd one on Highway
121, will be corrected, according
to Kentucky Highway Cormnissioner Henry Ward.
"All three of the large motels
on South 12th Street were filled
to capacity the night of July .19
as they have foi most of the time
the last two or three weeks,"
from column, "Seen & Heard ,
Around Murray" b.y James C.
Williams.

Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr..and Mrs. James Carter, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Willoughby. a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Russell, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James ,Churchill
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jewel
Jones.
Dayton Hurt and his Happy
Five Quartet will be featured at
homecoming on July 25 at Mt.
Carmel Methodist Church, according to Claude Youngblood
who will be in charge of events.
Thirty years ago
Road contracts for bituminous
paving have been awarded by
the Kentucky Highway Department. They are for Penny Road,
New Providence Road, MurrayPine Bluff Road, Hazel Crossland-Lynn Grove Road,
and Wiswell-Crossland Road.
Rabies clinics will be held at
various places in Calloway
County July 25 to 28, according
to R.L. Cooper, administrator of
Calloway County Health Center.
Prof. Esco Gunter spoke at annual meeting of First Soil and
Water Resources Area of Kentucky held July 20 at Murray
State College Farm.
Recent births reported atMurray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Willard Barnett,,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
McLemore and a girl Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Kirks.
Miss Mary Beth Furches is.
visiting Miss Ina Walton of Oak
Ridge, Tenn.

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
There are many ways to view
the matter of God's guidance of
human beings. Some of us see
God's presence in human life as
direct, tangible, based on the
belief that God inspires our doctrines and "walks" with us daily.
Other religious folks see the influence of the divine more dimly.
Consider these words of the

Spanish religious thinker Miguel
de Unamuno (b. 1864 1:
Look, Lord, we are tiny, we
do not know how to walk
along your paths; extend,
Lord, a finger, a single
finger of your hand with
which you have just molded
the universe and holding on
to that finger we shall cross
through life.
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For the Cubs, hailpiness
is a fourth-place finish
As soon as I saw him sitting
there, I veered off and went to
the other end of the bar. In the
best of times, Wally the Worrier
sees potential disaster lurking
around every corner.
And now, with our tattered
heroes sagging to fourth place,
he could make severe depression seem like a New Year's Eve
bash.
But I was amazed to see him
smile cheerfully and wave me
over.
"Nice day," he said.
At e you OK?
"Of course. Feel terrific. Let
me buy you one."
Are you on some kind of
tranquilizers?
"Of course not. Why do you
ask?"
Nothing. I just thought
that.. well, with the way things
are going, I thought you'd be
kind of down in the dumps.

For your neighbors, too. Are
they still upset because of the
way you'd emit those primal
screams all night after a loss?
"It's not a bad way to let off
steam."
Well, I have to say you seem to
be holding up amazingly well.
"Of course. There's no reason
not to."
But if there was a time when I
would expect you to be beyond
consolation, it would be now.
"Just the opposite. Now is
when I can sit back and relax,
worry-free, at peace with
myself, the world, and the National League standings."
I don't understand
"It's simple enough. Tell me.
what is it that man fears more
than anything else."
Baldness?
"No."
A tax audit?
"Think. What has man feared
most, from the time he lived in
caves and dragged his knuckles
on the ground, throughout
recorded history and into
recorded history and into the
modern age. What one thing,
more than anything else, has
struck terror in his heart."

"You mean because of the sad
plight of the Cubs?"
Sure. Last year, you were
almost a basket case, and that's
when they were rolling along in
first'place.
"Yes, I suppose I was kind of
nervous.".
—Ft--say - that - A —person • who' ' 'HIS' Wife
would go to the ballpark only, if
ing around?
accompanied by his psychiatrist
"NO. The most frightening
is more than nervous.
thing to man has always
"Well, it was a stressful
been...the unknown."
season."
I get you. Like darkness.

"Yes. The strange sounds in
the night. The creaking floorboard. The rustling in the tangled forest. The mysterious
stranger in the shadows. The
scratching at the door. The..."
What the heck does that have
to do with being cheerful when
our lads are mired in fourth
place after the humiliation of
losing 13 in a row?
"It has everything to do with
it. Tell me, did you worry the
summer of 1949? Did you worry
in 1955? Or 1975? And most of the
y eat
before. after and in
between?"
I'm beginning to understand.
No, I didn't worry because I
knew what was going to happen.
"Of course. We always knew
what was going to happen. We
knew that victory and success
were transient illusions, that
failure and defeat were inevitable, that behind every dark
cloud was an even darker
cloud."
Yes, we expected the worst
and anything less made us
giddy.
"You got it. Are you afraid of
heights? If you look out of a
20-story window, do you get
nervous?"
--Mars one of my many
phobias, yes.
"What about a first-floor
winclOw?"
Of course not. The worst I
could get if I fell is a sprained

agree or not

ankle.
"Exactly. And that was the
source of my constant misery
last season. The higher we
climbed, the greater the terror
of the dizzying fall."
But now...
"Yes, only a sprained ankle."
And the unknown is known.
Therefore, it is not unknown and
not to be feared.
"You understand. Good. Then
you, too, can cope."
Say, I'm glad I ran into you. I
feel much better.
"Here's to a relaxed, stressfree season. Fourth place really
isn't that bad, you know. Not the
best, but not the worst. Sort of
like the rest of us, really."
I guess so. Of course, there are
still a lot of games left to play.
And anything can happen.
"Cut it out."
They can still get hot. If
everybody is healthy...
"Please stop. My nerves. I
can't handle..."
It's been done before. All they
have to do is make up one game
every 10 games the rest of the
way.
"I beg you, don't talk that
way.
Look, in September they'll be
playing most of their games at
home. If they can just stay close
until then, anything can...
"Bartender! Can you put
some Maalox in my martini?"

by s.c. van curon

FRANKFORT - Gov. Martha
it with their dues are in control,
largest single employer in the
Layne Collins and legislators are
so to speak.
county with the largest payroll
due commendations for their efBut the superintendent and
and respected buying power.
forts to improve educational opschool boards at the local level
All of the laws pertaining to
portu
es
for
Kentucky
still are tfte single most dominant
schools and their operations have
children.
fors" in the state's education
been influenced in one way or
It a gen tlly accepted that
system and this is where politics
another by one education group
money'alone. ll not do the job,
or another. And don't overlook
is played the hardest because in
and the curre'M session of the
some cases they are still the
regulatio
to implement these
legislature has been acting accordingly,- but even the Changes
az.51794,itiachotion=
made can stand a lot of future
it. I: agar 4N6
improvement.
Basically, it's the system that
needs changing. The old political
spoils system is still too prevalent
at the grass roots level and
reaches up through the State
Superintendent's office. It also
penetrates the college* and
universitites.
The fact must be recognized
that it is going to take some years
to do this. Expecting too much of
the current actions can be-a big
mistake that could be very harmful in the future.
• The governor and others are
claiming the present effort is the
greatest efforts for improvement
in the system, but there are
others who will argue with this.
Some will claim that changing
from the school age census
method to the average daily attendance method through the
Minimum
Foundation
for
distributing state aid to local
schools was the most progressive
step. This put thousands of
"There's only one thing that's lower than my
children in classrooms,across the
state that had been left out
before. The incentive for
politically
motivated
WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice
superintendents then was that he
wouldn't wait for Don Regan to
President Geprge Bush is trapwould have more money to spend
tell me when it's convenient."
ped in an unenviably delicate
elsewhere if children were not in
But Bush did wait — until
position as he stands ire for the
the classrooms.
Wednesday — and still was
Kentucky is such a political
ailing President Reagan while
Reagan's • first official visitor
state that it is going to-take a lot
trying to avoid the appearance
other than Mrs. Reagan and the
of time to correct these ills. It
of grabbing power during the
president's- top staff aides, ingoes back to the early days when
president's illness.
cluding chief of staff Regan.
the sheriff was a kingpin in the
He has an opportunity, with
"He approached it on a percounty for he was the chief law
attention suddenly focused on
sonal basis," said Marlin Fitzenforcement officer and tax'colhim, to demonstrate the leaderwater, Bush's press secretary.
lector. This gave him power.
ship he someday hopes to offer.
"When a friend has had an
Next, in line was the county' But he must not seem too eager.
operation, you go to visit him
judge, working in tandem with.
During his moment as acting
when he's well enough and when
the sheriff created a' powerful
president. Bush made no move
the family says it's
duo, and it wasn't hard to draw
at all, not even to assure the naappropriate."
in the county attorney.
tion the system was working as
The vice president has stepThe tax assessor also had a lot
It should. He left that to the
ped in to chair meetings with
of power for he had a string on the
president's men.
members of the Senate Finance
pocketbooks of the property
"He's being very good about
Committee who had been
owners and he curried their
not pushing into things," said
scheduled to meet with Reagan
favor.
one senior White House official,
this week, and he is set to
It didn't take the school speaking of Bush on condition he
welcome the teacher picked to
superintendent long to gain
not be identified. "Instead of
be the first citizen-passenger
power in terms of years for in
just running in and saying. 'I'll
aboard the space shuttle.
many counties he and the school take over, and I'll do this or I'll
He also has let it be known
boards controlled the largest 'do that,',he's asking, 'Do you
more often than usual when and
single payroll. This combination
want me tallo things?' or. 'Tell
where he would be available to
formed the "courthouse" gang
me what you need."
be photographed and answer
that had so much political power
That may be helpful to the
questions. But in each rase he
but is now waning.
White'House staff, but it hardly
has stressed the good and
The Kentuc.ky Education pres;hts Bush as a leader, which
speedy recovery of the president
Association has not excaped the he may not be now as vice presiand not what he was doing in
political arena. KEA celebrated dent but which he hopes to show
Reagan's place.
its
anniversary in 1957. Col- he is when he runs for president
"There really has not been a
lege presidents first caitcrtled it to succeed Reagan.
void to fill," one—Vite presideneven Though there were not an"If I'd been George Eittsh and
tial aide explained."He feels the
nual meetings in some of those my president had just had major
best thing he can do 4s continue
early years.
surgery:" volunteered one conto be the same solid, supportive
Then, school superintendents gresswoman privately, "I would
vice president he was before."
gained control, until the npn- get over to Bethesda Naval
Even during the eight hours on
cipals took over, and now .the Hospital and assure myself the
Saturday when he was acting
classroom teachers who finance president was all right. I
president, Bush made no move

laws are drafted through or influenced by the state superintendent's office which in turn is influenced
by
.local
superintendents.
These can't be eliminated, but
the system can be improvedwhich leaves a lot of work yet to
-be done

b

the white house

190th

salary...my morale."

by michael putzel
to assert his authority.'
In fact, although he interrupted his plan to spend the
weekend on the Maine coast and
returned to Washington, aides
said he made that decision out of
personal concern for the president before he knew Reagan
would transfer power to him for
the period the president was
unconscious.
And after learning he had full
presidential powers — at least
temporarily — Bush dismissed
his staff and went out to play
tennis with some friends on the
private court on the grounds of
the vice presidential mansion.
When his aides returned in the
afternoon, they found Bush and
his companions sitting by the
side of the house, having decided
It was too hot and muggy to continue their game.
"He said he didn't see any
reason for them to stay around,"
one source said. So the acting
president's staff left him again,
although the physician and
military aide always assigned to
the vice preSident remained on
the grounds.
The military aide carries "the
football,." the attache case containing the auxilliary codes the
aeting. president would need to
launch the 'nation's .nuclear
weapons. For the first time,
Bush's codes' were operational-,
but if having that dread responsibility had any effect on him,
aides said they saw no evidence
of it-
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Couple will be married for 61 years

Miss Jill Karen
Johnson and Ricky Dan
Butterworth were married on Saturday. June
1 5 , at F'irst
Presbyterian Church,
Murray.
The bride is 'the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James N. Johnson
of Oaks Estates,
Murray.
Parents of the groom
are,Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Butterworth of Lynn
Grove.
The Rev. Toby Schellingerhout officiated at
the double ring
candlelight ceremony.
Two 'brass arched
candelabra were the
background for the
floral arrangement
decorating the altar.
Side arrangements inRoi:ton fern
rd
magnolia leaves.
Music. was presented
by Mrs. Angela Fuqua.
vocalist, and Mrs. Cynthia Scribner, organist.
The bride was
escorted to the altar by
her father and given in
marriage by her
parent.4.

Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
McCuiston of Kirktsey
will observe their 61st
wedding anniversary on
Wednesday, July 24.
No formal celebration
is planned because of ill
health.
Mr. and Mrs. McCuiston were married
July 24. 1924, by the
Rev. E.M. Matthis at
Paris. Tenn.
Their attendants were
trellis Edwards and
Lois Smith.
Mr. McCuiston is
retired from a tool and
die firm in Detroit.
Mich. They moved back
to Calloway County in
1972.

She wore a formal
gown of white yeaugariza and silk Venise
lace. Beaded lace motifs
accentuated the softly
shirred bodice and
sabrina neckline of the
natural waisted gown.
Double-ruffled flounces
finished the short or offthe -Shoulder Juliet
sleeves. A full dirndle
skirt extended into a*
chapel length train edged in lace.
The headpiece was a
beaded floral wreath
with an illusion veil. The
bride carried a
cascading bouquet .of
pink and white roses.
carnations, baby's
breath and ivy.-

McNeely and Fuqua reunion held

Miss Renee' Johnson
of Rockville, Md.. sister
of the bride, was the
• ,maid of honor.
The bridesmaids were
Miss Kelly Thomas and
Miss Kathy Butterworth, sister of the
groom.
The attendants wore
matte taffeta gowns of
cerise pink and carried
DAILY
Bargain Matinees
Cheri & Cine
All Seats S2.00
I 30. 3.33. 074.1

McCuiston, the
former Novella Riley, is
the daughter' of the late
H.O. Riley and Audie
Edward Riley.
Mr. McCuiston is the
son of the late T.M. McCuiston and Flora
Hamlin McCuiston.
They have one W.T. Newsome.
Their two granddaughter, Mrs. Violet
Newsome, of Kirksey. daughters are Mrs. Rick
Her husband is the Rev. *( Pamela ) Robinson of

- Mr. and Mrs. Rupert McCuiston

r. and Mrs. Rick'-- Dan Butterworth
bouquets conSiiting of
pink and white roses,
carnations and baby's
breath.
Tiffy White, niece of
the groom, was the
flower girl. She wore a
long white •organza
dress and carried a
basket of pink and white
roses and carnations
with baby's breath.
The groom wore a
pearl gray tuxedo with a
matching bow tie and
cummerbund. His
botitonniere was a white
rosebud with baby's
breath.
Mickey Butterworth,
brother of the groom.
served as best man.
Groomsmen were
Richard Smotherman

and Keith Johnson,
brother of the bride.
Ushers were Jerry
White, brother-in-law of
the groom, and. Joey
Butterworth, cousin of
the groom.
The men attendants
and father of the bride
wore formal gray tuxedoes. Their boutonnieres were white
rosebuds with baby's
breath.
A reception followed
the ceremony. It was
held in the hospitality
room of the University
Branch of the Bank of
Murray.
Miss Vicki Edwards
kept the guest register.
Assisting with the
wedding preparations

A newborn admission July 19, have been
and dismissals at released as follows:
Murray-Calloway CounNewborn admission
ty Hospital for Friday.
Baby Girl Lane.
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For only 53 in your home
Showtimes are:
Wed., July 24th
7:00 P.M.
Thurs., July 25th
8:00 P.M.
Fri., July 26th
9:00 P.M.
Sat., July 27th
9:00 P.M.
Call 753-5005 for more information

parents. Dwayne and
Julie, Rt. 9, Box 477.
Benton..
- Dismissals
•
Mrs. Elizabeth Miller,
713 Riley Ct., Murray;
Mrs. Martha Carson,
Rt. 5, Benton; Pat
Johnston. Rt. 1, Hardin;
William Rushing, Box
62, Murray; Mrs. Judy
Gallenstein, 164 Riviera
Trailer Ct. Murray;
Joshua Henson, Rt. 9,
Benton;
Mrs. Mable Dillard,
404 North Cherry, Murray: Mrs. Marjorie
Barnett, Box 263, Murray; Mrs. Mildred Colley. Farmington;
Mrs. Charlene NorWood, Rt. 4, Benton;
Mrs. Clysta Evett, Rt. 1,
Kirkseey; Alric Morris,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Joe
Cathis, Rt. 3, Murray;
Cecil Jones, Rt. 1,
Dexter:, John Grogan,
Rt. 1, Hardin; Holton
Byars, 513 South Eighth
St., Murray; Jessie Key
(expired), Rt. 1, Hazel.
---The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has
'released the dismissals
for Saturday, July 20.
No newborn admissions
(Cont'd on page 7)

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Transfer is a
patient's right
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT, - I became
unhappy with my physician and
switched to another. I asked my old
doctor to send my medical records to
the new one. That was eight months
ago, and he still hasn't. Is this a normal practice?
- DEAR READER - Not only is this
not a normal practice. but it is
patently unethical. A doctor is bound.
by courtesy and professional conduct,
to forward a patient's records to
another doctor. An occasional physi-

WASHINGTON (API
- The children of the
postwar Baby Boom are
haying children,
creating a national
Baby Boomlet, but
statisticians say the upward population trend
will reverse if current
fertility rates continue.
The nation's population was 237,839,000 as of e
Jan. 1 this year, the Census Bureau reported
Sunday.

Just for You Senior Citizens
Every Monday through Wednesday receive 43
FREE drink with any meal.
Menu Sampler —
P.S. Be sure to let the coashier

tutu *um

McNeely Boaz, Sedalia •
Mr. and Mrs. Albert T.
McNeely, Morehead;
Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Johnson, Madisonville;
Mr., and Mrs. Bob
Dunn and daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. J. Hasty, Shelly and Angela, Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Smotherman, Mr. and Mrs. Todd
Fuqua and Howard
McNeely; all of Murray;
C. P. Blackney, Nina
Joyce, Benton; Mrs. Clara McNeely,.
Mrs. Dorothy Cathey,
Christine Walker Fuqua, Bobbie K. Fuqua
Price, Margaret Fuqua
Mansfield, Ellen Price
Hurt and family,
Paducah;
Mr.lh.nd Mrs. Jerrell
Mullins and Jim, Mrs.
David Jackson and andy, Mr. and Mrs--

"clan will refuse to turn over records
because the patient has not paid his
bill: this also is unethical.
However, before you complain to
your county medical society, give
your old doctor the benefit of the
doubt. Perhaps he did not receive
your request for transfer. Maybe you
did not ask him to do so in writing.
Some M.D.s will not send records
until they have a signed release from
the patient. this can be awkward, but
it is ethical.
Telephone your former doctor and
ask for clarification. If the paperwork
is in order and he is simply procrastinating, ask your new doctor how to
proceed. This will give you valuable
insight into how he deals with a recalcitrant colleague. Finally, the ethics
committee of the county medical
society will, upon receiving your written complaint, force your former doctor to release'your records.
I am always saddened to hear complaints like this because they reinforce an unfavorable image of physicians that does not apply to most
doctors. I'm afraid it's a case of one
bad apple spoiling the rest.
DEAR DR.'GOTT - My doctor
doesn't wash_ his hands before exam-

grandchildren are Donnie Collins, Stacy Marie
Collins, Stephanie Collins and Robbie Collins.

Johnny Fuqua, Steven,
Brycin and Craig, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Fuqua and
Timothy, Mrs. Boyce
(Lillian) Thomasson
and Jean T. Fuqua, all
of Mayfield;

a

Crawford McNeely,
Lynn Grove; Mrs.
Trudie Jenkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Ben D. Fuqua, Mr.
and Mrs. Hal Fuqua,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Fuqua, Mrs.lEva Fuqua
and Glinda, Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Johnson Jr.
and Tim,
Mrs. Lettie Mae
Wilferd, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Haneline, Mrs.
Frances Jones, Mrs.
Kenneth Jones,
Guinervere and
Jeremiah, and Mr. and
Mrs. James B. McNeely, Farmington.
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ining me. My friends have said the
same thing about their doctors. Is this
safe?
DEAR READER - The advent of
modern anti-infection technology has
made some doctors sloppy, and we all
get careless about hand washing.
The doctor's traditional ritual of
washing his hands between patients is
probably not always necessary. Obviously. after examining a patient who
has an infection - particularly a
virus or a cold - the careful doctor
will usually wash his hands, as much
to avoid contracting the infection
himself as to avoid spreading it to
other patients.
Nonetheless, we doctors do not
wash our hands enough and your
question is pertinent. As a courtesy to
their patients, physicians should be
more meticulous about hand washing.
I will make a renewed 'effort to do so,
and I hope that those doctors who
read this column will, too.
Send your questions to Dr. Gott at
P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101.
Due to volume of mail. individual
questions cannot be answered. Questions of general interest will be
answered in future columns.
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National Baby Boomlet being created
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Dockside Platter
8 07.,Cboppeck Sirloin
Salad Bar

Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
McNeely, Heather and
Shawn, Mr. and Mrs.
David McNeely, Suffolk, Va.; Mr. and Mrs.
Jeff Chandler, La Sandra and Karen, Brad
Frost, Dr. and Mrs. Bob
Hoagland and twins,
Justin and Jason,
Robinson, Ill.; Everett McNeely,
Iuka, Miss.; George
Slate, Donelson, Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Archie
Robertson, Nashyille,
Tenn.; Dr. and Mrs. Ben
David Fuqua, Springfield, Mo.; Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Jewell,
Arlington;
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Britt, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Dunaway, Mr. and Mrs.
Gayle Britt and Amanda, Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Jewell, Wingo; Treva

DR.GOTT

New-borns, dismissals listed

FROM THE DIRECTOR
OF GREMLINS

I 30. 3,30. 7:00, 0-00

was Mrs. panny
Edwards.
Out-of-town guests
Were from Pennsylvania, Maryland', Illinois and Missouri.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Butterworth are
residing at Lynn Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Butterworth, parents of
the groom, were hosts
for the rehearsal dinner
held at their home.
A bridal coffee was
held at the home of Mrs.
Danny Edwards. Other
hostesses were Mrs.
Ronnie Ross, Mrs.
Rubin James, Mrs. A.R.
Hatcher, Mrs. Billie
Ray Roberts, Mrs.
Jerry White and Mrs.
Junior McCage.

Members of the
McNeely and Fuqua
families met on Sunday,
June 23, for a reunion at
Farmington.
Attending were the
following:
Mary Carraway,
Albuquerque, N.M.; Addie Jones and Don, Huntington,Mich.; Mr. and
Mrs. Wren Smotherman, Coldwater, Mich.;
Mr. and Mrs. S.W.
Flener, Mr. and Mrs.
Earnie Compton, Firwood, Mich.;
Mrs. Reba Nell Morris, Lincoln, Mich.; Mr.
and Mrs. Grover W.
Carson, Augusta, Ga.;
Billy McNeely; Sammie
Jenkins, Florida; Janie
Compton, Sacramento,
Calif.; Irene Williams,
Martha Weyrick,
Wadesworth, Ohio;

Orlando, Fla., and Mrs.
Don (Sharon) Collins of
Middletown, Md.
Four great-

01
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Births were up in 1984,
with 3,690,000 newborns,
compared to 3,618,000 in
1983 and 3,681,000 in
1982. There were
2,046,000 deaths in 1984,
up from 2,014,000 in 1983,
the bureau said in its
first report since 1979
that analyzes population
change.
Immigration last year
also helped boost the
population, although the
estimated 523,000 people
entering the country
was down from 539,000
immigrants in 1983, the
Census Bureau said.
Census officials said
the increase in births
did not reflect a higher

fertility rate, but rather
the fact that there are so
many people of
childbearing age. The
children born in the post
World War II Baby
Boom of the 1950s and
early 1960s are having
babies themselves.
In fact, the nation's
total ,fertility rate for
1984 was 1,819 births per
1,000 women, which is
below the level needed
to keep the population
constant.
Total fertility is a
term referring to the
number of children who
would be born to 1,000
women during their
lifetimes if the birth
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know you're 'Young at heart"
(55, years or above).
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Lakeway Village Shopping Center
Paris. TN

rate for a particular
year were to remain unchanged in the future.
To keep the population constant, experts
estimate a rate of 2,100
births per 1,000 women
Is needed, to allow each
woman to replace
herself, her partner,
and to allow for some infant mortality.
If the current fertility
rate continues, census
reserchers say the
population increase will
turn around as the
smaller "Baby Bust"
generation behind the
Baby Boomers produces
sharply fewer babies.
At the current total
fertility rate, the
population will eventually stabilize and then
could begin to fall as
deaths begin to exceed
births, experts say.
-.However, even with
the assumption of
ultimate '"". fertility 91
1.9 births per woman, it
would take about 40
years for the population
to stop growing," the
bureau said.'
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Overbey-Wallace vows said
The wedding of Miss Penny
Lee Overbey and Anthony Lynn
Wallace was solemnized on
Saturday, June 15.
Robin Wadley officiated at the
ceremony said at 2 p.m. at the
University Church of Christ.
Music was presented by
Doran Claiborne, Tammi
Crouse, Ernie Bailey, Pat Miller
and Karen Bolls.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Overbey of
Rt. 6, Murray.
Parents of the groom are Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Wallace, Rt. 4,
Owensboro.
The bride wore a traditional
long white dress designed with a
seed pearl bodice. Chantilly lace
adorned the bodice and the long
full chiffon sleeves. The same
lace was used on the long flowing skirt and formed the
hemline.
• Her veil of illusion was attached to a bandeau. She carried a
bridal bouquet of peach
magnolias and greenery with
ribbon streamers.
Miss Renee' Overbey, sister of
the bride, was the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs.
Stephanie Reynolds and Miss
Dawn Sledd.
They wore peach colored long
dresses designed with v necklines, puff sleeves and bows
on the shoulders. They carried
bouquets of peach magnolias.
The groom wore a white tuxedo. His boutonniere was of
white stephanotis.
Maverick Daugherty was best
man. Groomsmen were Steve
Orogan and Jimmy Bailey.
Ushers were Bobby Wilson
and Trent Hammick.
The men attendants wore
blaek tuxedoes with, peach carnation boutonnieres.
A reception followed in the Annex of University Church of
Christ.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
are residing at 1022 Oakmont
Place, Memphis, Tenn.
A rehearsal dinner, hosted by
the groom, was held in the annex

Art
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RECITALS PRESENTED — Voice and piano students of
Mrs. Hellon Carlin recently presented a
recital in the Fellowship Hall of First Baptist Church.
Voice students participating include, top photo,
from left, Mary Paul Sammons, Angie Schwartz, Hastings
Housden, Hope Carlin and Jenny Seymour.
Seated at left is Caroline Jetton, accompanist. Piano students
participating include, from left, seated.
Sara Fitts and Andrea Rose, standing, Joy Hart, Deidre Holcom
b, Sarah Walker. Hastings Housden,
Mary Paul Sammons, back row, Karin Fandrich, Kathryn
Carroll and Amy Miller.

-

Mrs. Anthony Lynn Wallace
of the University Church. •
Bridal events given in honor of
the bride included the following:
A shower by given by
members of the University
Church of Christ at the church

annex;
A shower given for family and
friends of Friendship Church of
Christ by Deborah Grogan,
Gayle Weaver and Janice Hasty
at the Grogan home.

Frances Drake

FOR TUESDAY,JULY 23,1985
exercise creativity.
VIRGO
(Aug.23to Sept22) 4
Career prospects couldn't look
better! Put innovative domestic plans
into action. It's a good time to seek
raises or favors.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
Though things go pretty much your
way now, you should guard against
laziness. Creative interests are especially highlighted.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov,21)
CIE
You'll help out someone in need.
Though you operate on the sidelines
today, you'll still have much to show
for your efforts.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
110
You're the center of attention now.
Friends and loved ones are happily at
your side. Be sure to accept invites
LEO •
for good times.
(July23 to Aug.22)
CAPRICORN
Your charm and happy disposition (Dec.22 to Jan.
19)
invite favors from others. You'll both
A new idea comes to you now that
give and receive invitations. Also, puts you on
top careerwise. Both

co-workers and bosses are amenable
to your suggestions.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
A travel opportunity should not be
turned down. Exciting new friendships and romance bless this day. A
child pleases you.
PISCES
wriato
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
.01oi
You've done the proper investigahC,SI (.11/3/it
tion. Now begin to put the investment SpeCiaii,tit ,tiaV,ti htl
plans in motion. Home entertaining is
STILLWATER, Okla. for these qualities:
also favored.
(AP
— When selecting material that is a good
YOU BORN TODAY are personable
and work well with others. Your bakeware or cookwear, conductor of heat;
flat
ability to sell yourself and your buy the best quality bottoms and
close
your
budget
allows,
adproduct is an asset to you in both
fitting covers for effibusiness and the arts. Learn to trust vises Sue Herndon, Exyour intuition. At times you limit tension housing ..and cient energy use, sturyourself by being too set in your equipment specialist at dy. heat-resistant knobs
opinions. You have a good Sense of Oklahoma State and handles that are
responsibility, but are slow to take University.
easy to grasp: pleasing
She suggests looking color, style and finish.
others into your confidence. Versatility brings you success in such diverse
fields as hotel management, teaching,
writing, law and science. Birthday of:
Don Drysdale, baseball star; Bert
Convy,actor,and Raymond Chandler,
writer.

efik

Mums- Lions. Club will have Dr. Edward Jones as speaker
'Edward A. Jones,
Ed.D., Goodman Hill

Edward A.Jones

PAGE 5

a

Your Individual Horoscope
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Much support and encouragement
come to you from friends and loved
ones. It's the best of days for the
romantically inclined.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
A new job opportunity stimulates
your originality. Financial gain is
likely. Meet with bosses. Schedule
interviews.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Pleasant surprises occur in
romance. Vacation plans take shape.
All in all, a most enjoyable day for
you!
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
541E
Yoilblossom when things are going
well at home and this is.one of those
times! All domestic interests are
highlighted.

MONDAY', JULY 22, .198.5

Hospital, Paducah, will
be the featured speaker
at a meeting of the Murray Lions Club.
The meeting will be
Tuesday, July 23, at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House,
Vine and South Seventh
Streets.
"Children of
Alcoholics" will be the
subject of the talk by the
featured speaker.
Dr. Jones said "more
and more today we are
realizing the
devastating and far
reaching effects of
alocholism on families.

This includes those persons who are not drinking but must live in a
home where drinking

takes place."
Jones is a dependency
counselor and consul(Cont'd on page 6)

nettle cReek
Peacock Road

•

Wide *Tide
of$eafood Savings!
Oysters
Pacific Red Snapper
Frog Legs

Lb.
Per Lb.

$450
$
$ A 40
$425

INDUSTRIES

NEW HOURS

Richmond Indiana 473749

20%

pint

}39011t

Catch
the Action...

Let Us
Develop
The Fun!
Prints Ready in 1 Hour!
I
COUPON
IReceive Two Prints For
,1
The Price of One
' I /Expires July 20, 1985
I.Lernit One Coupon Per
i I Customer And One
I
Coupon Per Roll)

6 i.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1
2 day service on Black &
White processing, slide
film (E-6) processing and
Wallet size"
rints.___.•\,
....._

11

a.m.-7 p.m. Tues.-Saturday
(Beginning Tuesday, July 23)
Please call one day in advance for large
special orders. 753-6149
Thank You

Sale

On All Fabrics
(July 15 thru August 15)

The Seafood Express

The Treasure House

804 Coldwater Rd. & 5 P's.
753-6149
l'....7-42Prea.:_noreowerirets.oirsrik--le.seirtrasese.r.o.o

Dan McDaniel
Southside Manor
753-6798

Snap Shot
Photo
1 Hour Photo Developing
Olympic Plaza. Murray

Ky

759-9347
OPEN MO N

THRU SAT 9 AM ,o

9M

Also Poplar Ellolf MO and Por0000lo AR

'Dresses

All Spring & Summer *Blouses
Clothing% to % Of
•ie

*suits

Save 20% to 75%
All dinnerware and
pottery patterns,
crystal, stainless
and silver

All silver
Holloware

-----

/
1 2 price

_

1,-..0.4pmatiemseeroosspn.Asserrosalaral$601
1111apIliallet
•
_

•

.34'

•

J.

*Tops
*Skirts
f *Co-ordinated Sportswear
*Shirts
Early fall and
'Shorts
Back to School ,
Sleepwear
20% off
*Pants
'
&arts
'Handbags
*Belts
*Jewelry
'
Swimsuits

•

WIDANWII
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Coming community events are listed

MEETING HELD — Jo Beth Robertson, president of the Murray Business and Professional
Women, right in top photo. presents a plaque to
F:uple Ward. executive director of MurrayCa.11oway County. Need Line Church and
Cooperative Ministry, in memory of Frances
Whitnell. BPW member, who had been an active
supporter of both organizations for many years.
The plaque will be on display in the Need Line office. In the bottom photo are Kathee Caines. new
member, left, who was installed by Mrs. Robertsoi. and by one of her sponsors, Agnes (Tot)
McDaniel, right, at the June meeting held at
Murray-Calloway County Park. A report on the
198:i state convention was presented and plans
for the nnual salad luncheon were discussed.
Fifteen members and iwo guests were present
for the potluck meal and meeting which was clos.ed with the Emblem benediction.

Tuesday,July 23
Monday,July 22
District 17 Unit 1 of 6:30 p.m. at Murray
Licensed Practical Woman's Club House.
Nurses., will meet at 7
————
p.m. in third floor
Murray TOPS (take
classroom, Murray- off pounds sensibly)
Calloway County Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County
Hospital.
——
Health Center.
Adult Great Books
————
Discussion Group will
Bazar Workshop will
meet at 7 p.m. at be at 10 a.m. at First
Calloway Public United Methodist
Church.
Library.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
Western Kentucky
have closed rn,eetings at Youth Series Will be at
8 p.m. at First Christian ,7:30 p.m. at Lebanon
Church, Benton. For in- Church of Christ,
formation call 753-0061, Sedalia.
762-3399, 753-7764 or
————
753-7663..
Spouse Abuse Ad————
visory Board will have a
"Sing Out, Ken- training session for
tucky!" program will be hotline volunteers at 6
presented at 8 p.m. at p.m. at Calloway Public
Convention Center, Ken- Library.
tucky Dam Village State
————
Park.
Eva Wall Mission
Group of Memorial BapJunior High UMYF of tist Church will meet at
First United Methodist 2 p.m. at church.
Church will meet at 6
————
p.m.at churl')
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
————
at American Legion
Betty Sledd Group of Building, South Sixth
First Baptist Church and Maple Streets.
Women will meet at 7
————
p.m. with Pam
Agape Fellowship will
Williams.
meet at 10:30 a.m. in old
community center
Tuesday,July 23
building near park in
Murray Lions Club is Benton.
scheduled to meet at

Alurray... (Cont'd from page 5)
tant for Goodman Hill
Hospital. He deals with
a broad range of alcohol
and drug problems as
well as related problems such as codependency. family problems, depression, re4etionship difficulties,
anger management.
etc.

REVIVAL
Locust Grove
Baptist Church

Dr. Jones has spent
more than 12 years
working with youth
which includes five
years as a secondary
school counselor, two
years with Nashville's
youth counseling services and crisis line, and
as a chemical dependency therapist for Cornpcare Corporation.
Master'sHe -hkds
degree in theology from
Gregorian University,
Rome, Italy, and a Doctorate in Human
Development Counseling from Vanderbilt
University,, He and his
wife, Elaine, have one
daughter, Jessica.

July 21-28
7:30 P.M.

Hal Shipley,
Speaker
EVERYONE WELCOME!

THISIS
RTEST

Tuesday,July 23
Murray State University Summer Community Band will present its
final concert of the
season at 7 p.m. on lawn
in front of Lovett
Auditorium, MSU.
- ——
Living With Diabetes
meeting will be at 2 p.m.
in third floor classroom,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
————
_Murray Moose Lodge
Legion meeting will be
at 8 p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.

Tuesday.July 23
Program of "Sing
Out, Kentucky!" will
not be presented tonight
at Kentucky Dam State
Park.

Story Hours will be
held at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library.
————
Parents Anonymous
"Nickelodean 1985" will meet from 6 to 8
program will be p.m. For information
presented at 8 p.m. at call 782-2504.
Kentucky Dam Village
————
Auditorium.
Senior citizens ac————
tivities will be at 9:30
A Social Security a.m. at Dexter Center;
Representative will be from 10 a.m. to, p.m. at
at Robert 0. Miller Hazel and lbouglas
Courthouse Annex from Centers; from 10 a.m. to
10 a.m. to noon.
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
————

Ladies day events at
the Murray Country
Club on Wednesday, July 24, will include a luncheon, bridge and golf.
Ann Kelly Bolin and
Becki Wilson are listed
as chairmen of the
hostesses for the luncheon to be served at
noon. Reservations
should be made today.
Other hostesses are
Ila Brown, Janice
Howe, Mary Jane Key,
Gail Hendon, Doris
Cella, Lashlee Foster,
Sara Massey, Margaret
Boone, Sarah Bryan,
Vicki Baker, Jan
Sargeant and Melba
Ward.
Bridge will be played
at 9:30 a.m. with Stella
Hurt listed as hostess.
Ladies Golf Match
Play will begin at 8 a.m.
with the usual ladies
day play. Hostesses are
Diane Villanova, phone
753-8718, and Pam.

Mavity.
The lineup on No. 1
Tee has been released
as follows:
8 a.m. — Betty Scott,
Mary F. Bell, Molly
Booth and Louise
Lamb; ,
8:10 a.m. — Billie
Cohoori, Margie
Vanarsdel, Peggy
Shoemaker and Judy
Muehleman;
8:20 a.m. — Lula
Bingham, Rowena
Cullom, Sherry Gibbs
and Exie Hill;
8:30 a.m. — Nancy
Schempp, Nancy
Haverstock, Sadie West
and Elizabeth
Slusmeyer;
8:40 a.m. — Nancy
Fandrich, Kesha
Sullivan, Martha S.
Ryan and Jane Fitch;
8:50 a.m. — Wilda
Purdom, Janet -Wallis,
Pat Claypool and Chris
Graham:
•

Parents plan meeting
The Compassionate Parent Support Group will
meet Thursday, July 25. at 7:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets. Ida Lyons, state SIDS (sudden
infant death syndrome) coordinator, will be the
special speaker. This is for all parents who have
lost a child or young adult by death. Lillian
Robertson, GLPN, is coordinator for the group.
For information call 753-3381.

Anita's
Court Square
Mayfield

Further Reductions!!

50
60%
Off
All Spring & Summer
Merchandise *s6
No Charges *,°.rts
No Layaways2.-Oresithsoit
Cash, Check,'CooPct.
M/C or VISA Only
i'letes
All Sales Final
No Exchanges
New Fall Items Arriving Daily
Layaway Now For BTS or
Your Fall Wardrobe in General

If we practically
GIVE 71-11.5 RIM AWAY
flow many
people will
grab it?

Yours

F9r $19W
Now THAT 15 A RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICE.
WHILE THEY LAST, AT

MICHELSON

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING *CENTER.
MURRAY,KY.
proof 4e0.to show deOch

9 a.m. — Edith Gar- Edwards, Tonda
rison, Beth Belote, Thomas, Becki Wilson
Rebecca Irvan and Nor- and Vicki Jones;
ma Frank;
10:20 a.m. — Donna
9:10 a.m. — Madelyn Tate, LaVerne Ryan,
Lamb, Virginia Schwet- Mary Bazzell and
tman, Ethelene Mc- Euldene Robinson.
Callon and Linda
Winners of golf play
Alexander;
on July 17 have been an9241 a.m. — Evelyn nounced by Elizabeth
Jones, Diane Villanova, Slusmeyer, golf hostess,_
Betty Stewart and as follows:
Cathryn Garrott;
Championship —
9:30 a.m. — Toni Hop- Mary Bogard, first,
son, Margaret Shuffett, Jerlene Sullivan,
Inus Orr and Pam second;
Mavity;
First flight — Judy
Latimer,
first, Evelyn
9:40 a.m. — Jerlene
Sullivan, Faira Alex- Jones, second;
ander, Venela Sexton
Second flight —
and Sue Costello;
Ethelen McCallon, first.
9:50 a.m. — Betty Jo Linda Alexander.
Purdom, Genevieve second;
Loge1, Mary Bogard and
Third flight — Lula
Betty Lowry;
Bingham, first, Sherry
10 a.m. — Sue Par- Gibbs, second;
sons, Marian Posey,
Fourth flight — Tonda
Mary B. Overbey and Thomas, first;
Frances Richey;
Overall putts '—
• 10:10 a.m. — Carole Margaret Shufett.

DATEBOOK

Sale Ends Thursday, July 25

1/4 CARAT OF DIAMONDS

Wednesday,July 24
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities Iv senior
citizens.
————
Ladies day events at
Oaks Country Club will
be golf at 9 a.m. and •
bridge at 9:30 a.m.
————
Ladies day events atMurray Country Club
will include golf at 8
a.m., bridge at 9:30 a.m.
and luncheon at noon.
————
(Cont'd on page 7)

Luncheon, bridge, golf planned by women

ONE WEEK ONLY!

The Nationally
Famous Diamond
Waterfall Design

Tuesday,July 23

Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
IS OPEN!
*We can

handle your new or refilled prescriptions.
*We will honor or beat any advertised prices and
coupons for transferred prescriptions
We appreciate your business in the past and will
caceatly appreciate(Wow:INsiness.

b Board meeting Thursday
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc., Board of
Directors will meet at the Central Kitchen
Center of Graves County Senior Citizens. This
will be at Seventh and James Streets, Mayfield,
on Thursday, July 25, at 3 p.m.
•

Willard Ails selected
Willard Alls. local pharmacist, bookstore
owner and religious leader, has been selected to
have his biography included in the third edition
of Who's Who in Religion. Ails also is listed in
Who's Who In America and Who's Who in the
South and Southwest.

.Jonathan Harrison born
Mr. and Mrs. David Harrison of Hodgenville
are the parents of a son, Jonathan David, born on
Wednesday, July 3, at Norton's Hospital,
Louisville. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow Stewart of Elizabethtown and Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Harrison of Farmington.

Oaks Country Club
women plan events
The women of the
Oaks Country Club will
play golf and bridge on
Wednesday, July 24.
Shirley Martin will be
hostess for bridge at
9:30 a.m. Members may
call her at 753-6992.
Golf with Murrelle
Walker, hostess, will
start at 9 a.m. Persons
listed unable to play or
anyone desiring to play
should call Mrs. Walker
at 753-4517.
The lineup is as
follows:
No. 1 Tee — Jennifer
Crouse, Sue Wells,
Mable Rogers and Maxine Pranger;
No 2 Tee — Vickie
Oliver, Burlene Brewer,
Laura Parker and
Shelba Barnett;
No. 3 Tee — Bronda
Parker, Melva Hatcher
and Crystal Parks;
No. 4 Tee — Shirley
Wade, Doris Rose, Ada
Sue Roberts and Lou
Darnell;
No. 5 Tee — Helen
Kin -Carol Dick, Hazel
Beale and Linda White;
No. 6 Tee — Belinda

Elliott, Sallyann Sawyer
and Sue Stone;
No. 7 Tee — Martha
Broach, Evelyn Wallis,
Florence Hensley and
Irene Woods;
No. 8 Tee — Marge
Heitz, Martha Butterworth, Kathryn Outland
and Linda Oliver;
No. 9 Tee — Erma
Tuck, Mary Montgomery, Doll Redick
and Mary C. Lamb.
Mrs. Walker, also golf
hostess for play on July
17, has released the winning teams of the sixlady team scramble as
follows:
A
First place — Shelba
Barnett, Ada Sue
Roberts, Erma Tuck,
Marlene Beach and Linda Oliver;
Second place —
Burlene Brewer, Belinda Elliott, Melva Hatche, Mary C. Lamb,
Irene Woods and Evelyn
Wallis;
Third place — Vickie
Oliver, Sue Wells, Mary
Montgomery, Helen
King and Kathryn
Outland.

Special
Good Thurs.
& Fri. Only
0,../.7). Open
Mon-Sat
AM-10
Sunday
I 9 AM-9 PM
Wash
Per
Load

Laundry

.
S A I: F.

•

PH

10_1 scwtowp

ARMACY

GLFPIDALE AT WHITNELL 753-4175

r lowest in town
Air Shopping Center
Hwy. 841 South

••••••••••11.to
,
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Hospital lists...
(C'ont'd from page 4)
were listed.
Dismissals
William Seago, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Mrs. Theresa
Davis, New Concord;
Mrs. Dortha Randolph
and baby girl, Box 407,
Hazel;
Miss Lori Buchanan,

Rt. ,l, Hazel; Mrs.
Gloria Reed, C-4 Fox
Meadows,. Murray;
Mrs. Ann Davenport,
Rt. 2, Boaz;
Mrs. Cindy Davis and
baby boy, Rt. 2, Springville, Tenn.; Mrs.
Ernestine Garland, Rt.
1, Murray; Mrs. Susie

Windel, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Thomas Banks, Box
366, Murray; Mr's. Eula
Lovett, Rt. 4, Benton;
Mrs. Alma King, 202
South 16th St., Murray;
Mrs. Daisy Boyd, 503
North Seventh St., Murray; Noel Melugin (expired) 710 Olive St..
Murray.
————

By Abigail
Van Buren

Graduation Invitations Are
Mostly Greedy Bids for Gifts
DEAR ABBY: Will 'you please, got home, we sent her a nice gift and
please discourage high school and wrote to thank her for her hospitality.

college graduates from sending
This aunt will stay with my
graduation invitations to every parents, but we want to entertain
distant relative they and their her. My husband and I both work,
parents ever heard of? We all know and there would be a lot of pressure
that sending "invitations" to people on me if I had to get the house all
we hardly know is a flagrant, fixed up and prepare a company
shameless bid for a gift. And if, in a dinner for her (I'm not the greatest
moment of weakness, one does send cook), so we thought we'd take her
a gift, a barrage of birth announce- sightseeing one afternoon and then
ments and invitations to weddings, to a good restaurant for dinner.
showers and more graduations is
My mother is totally disapproving
sure to follow. of this. She says! have to entertain
I am a 75-year-old widow, living in my home with a home-cooked
on Social Security and very little meal.
else. I just received a high school
Do I have to?
graduation invitation from the
TIT FOR TAT (?)
granddaughter of a third cousin
whom I have not seen in so long I
DEAR T. FOR T.: No. Carry
wouldn't even recognize her.(I have out your plan. You do not need
never even met her granddaughter.) your mother's approval to enI have many relatives in this tertain the way you find more
town, but I never hear from them comfortable.
unless they are celebrating some•* •
thing that requires a gift. I have no
car, yet they "invite" me to every
imaginable event, knowing full well • DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
I can't possibly attend. This is just were fishing from a boat with some
friends. My , husband can't swim,
shameless begging.
I am not cheap. I just sent a but refused to wear a life jacket. You
generous graduation gift to a neigh- guessed it. He was clowning around,
bor girl who used to stop by every the boat tipped over, and he went
day to bring in my mail and news- under.
I was able to get to him and pull
paper, and ask if I needed any
him into the boat, or he would have
errands run.
Don't suggest that I send "a nice drowned for sure.
Luckily all he lost were his glasses,
card" to the relatives who send me
invitations to events they know I a wallet with $400 and a few fishing
can't attend. We both know a card is rods. You had better believe he will
never get into a boat without a life
not what these spongers want.
SICK OF THEM jacket again.
I hope to see this in print. It may
IN IOWA CITY
save a life.
DEAR SICK:Judging from my
LUCKY
June mail, you speak for many.
DEAR LUCKY: Let's hope so.
Don't blame the graduates. In
most cases, their parents send Thanks for a timely warning.
those "invitations."

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday.
July 21, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Yoak.
parents. Rodney and
Vicki. Rt. 1, Box 218,
Almo:
Baby Girl Henderson,
parents, Kenneth and
Tammy, Rt. 1, Hickory.
Dismissals
Mrs. Brenda Janes,
Rt. 1, Fulton; Miss
Brenda Bates, 31119
North Poplar, Paris,
Tenn:;
Michael Rust, Rt. 5,
Murray; Mrs. Beatrice
Smith., 1001 Vine St..
Murray; Mrs. Mary
Seavers, 1024 Wilfred,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Annie Sanders,
Rt. 1, Sedalia; Conn
Spencer (expired) Rt. 4.
Murray.
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Population
increased
NEW YORK (AP) —
Florida registered the
largest gain in Jewish
population last year, increasing nearly 80,000 to
a statewide total of
558,820, giving Florida a
5.2 percent concentration of Jews, third
largest in the nation,
says the 1985 American
Jewish yearbook.
New York is first,
whose 1.8 million Jews
represents 10.6 percent
of the population, and
New Jersey second with
433,475 Jews making up
5.8 percent of the
population. California
has the second largest
number of Jews, 792,515,
but only a 3.2 percent
concentration.

:1

•

11111i
PRESENTS CHECK FOR LITTLE LEAGUE TRIP — Murray police officer Joye Mills presents a $200 check to Billy Dan Crouse, while
Murray
police chief Jerry Lee looks on. The money will go to help fund
the Murray
Little League All-Stars trip to the July 29 State Baseball Tournam
ent in
Bowling Green.

Calendar...

O'Brien presents paper at session
Dr. Dianne O'Brien Of
the
Murray
State
University
faculty
recently presented a
paper at a general session of the national convention of the National
Association of Physical
Education in Higher
Education in Alsiomar,
Calif.
Her
paper
titled
"Recruitment
and
Retention of University
Students" focused on
current
marketing
techniques used by colleges and universities.
Mrs. O'Brien; an-assistant professor in the
-Department of Health,

Physical Education and
Recreation, summarized
research on retention of
students. She said the
best indicators of college
presistence are high
school grades and ACT
scores and that a student's success in college
is influenced by career
goals, campus life interactions and academic
and personal problems.
Part of her discussion
cbncerned trends such as
the new exercMe science
option and the new Youth
Agency Administration
minor .vklciai are curriculm offerings in the
Department of Health,

Physical Education and
Recreation at Murray
State. She also discussed
Murray State's efforts to
serve the region by offering classes off campus,
on television and on
week-ends.
A faculty member at
5.

Murray State since 1978,
O'Brien
Mrs.
was
honored in 1981 as the
Nation's Most Outstanding Young Professional
Leader by the American
Alliance of Health.
Physical Education and
Recreation.

Federal State Market Sews Sers ice
.luh 22. ISM
lienturits Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1233 Est. 0441 Barrow s
& Gips .5034wer Sows under 500 lbs
stisitit.O.s'er 5441 lbs firm to 2.1141 higher
1 s I 2 2i11-340 lbs.
6441.541.47.7441
4' few 47.25
$457544544

S I 2 5410.2i0 lbs.

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

1 S 2.3 210 2.511 lbs
150-270 lbs.
3-415

$45.25 46.25
043.25-44.25

K AK STUMP REMOVAL
no, ton fernpvc stunipt up

SoNs

1 2 2710 1.544 lb,
1 S 1 3 3404.47,44 ilw•
15 1 3 450 5110 lbs.
S i-3 I/ser 5041 lb..
S

433.1411 35.011
$33.50 35.00
434.01136.140
035.00-30.00
few 3/4.50
432.404-33.101

I
2-3 300-3440 lb..,.
Boars 030.0033341

10 34

below the ground.
435 4343 or 435 43)9
,‘ We Now Rata Pit Gr•vel

For health
insurance
with oldfashioned
personal
attention,
check with
State Farm.

Revival
Services
Sinking
Spring
Baptist
Church

Chevrolet S-10 4x4
$

Jane
Rogers

8260

753-9627
201 S. 6th

per month'

Monday, July 22Sunday, July 28
Services 7:30 P.M.

r

(Cont'd from page 6)
Wednesday,July 24
Free government
commodities will be
distributed from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. at County
Road Department, East
Sycamore Street.

Hog market

You Are Invited To:

•*•

(Getting married? Send for Abby's
new,updated,expanded booklet,"How
DEAR ABBY: My aunt is coming to Have a Lovely Wedding." Send your
to visit my parents for a week. Seven name and address clearly printed with
years ago, my husband and I visited a check or money Order for $2.50 and a
this aunt for two days,and while we long,stamped(39 cents)self-addressed
to: Dear Abby, Wedding
were there she provided us with envelope
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
lovely home-cooked meals. After we Calif. 90038.)

MONDAY, JILY 22, 1985

'Based on 48

Don Pippin
Evangelist

end lease pins tax

license

•
•
0' Health I
i e Par

DWAIN
S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
TAYLOR
502-753 2617
CHEVROLET, INC.

Brother Eddie Young, Pastor

GRAND OPENING

*

July 26 & 27
New location on the Square

D
Warehouse Foods
Prices
-& T

11100th I In son

.irtrt title tees

Or )

Like a 900d
netclhOor
State Farm IS there

*PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES tAST
We Reserve The Right To Limit
Quantities

Hours:

Monday
Thru
Saturday
8-7

Turner

½%

Milk

Gal.

The computer
69
designed
Potatoes
for business.
9
6
0
0 $359
8
9
0
Not adapted 99
to it.
Good While Supplies Last!
It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts

—

-

0

$1

623 South 4th St Across from Murray Drive -In Theatre "

Red

10 Lbs.

Charles'

Totinto

Potato
Chips

Pizza

Assorted Variety

Show Boat Pork & Beans 3/99'

il,„,

Unlike
computers.the
' Apricot ivas
lrts)-i
designed
le1isir
specificall
ss y
• By Europe's most successful business computer
company.
As a result, the Apricot Xi is fast. powerful, easy to use.
elegant.
compact. And runs thousands of business software programs.
So. why buy a computer that does a great imitation of the Apricot
Xi. When you can buy the Apr)cot Xi.
The Apricot Xi. 16-bit processor iL1K RAM MicroScrcen

3495
Wim:hester hard disk (101S1to
3':'Sons diskette i-721/Kb)
Optional mouse

Reelfoot

Hot Dogs

Bologna

Bacon

Light Dishwashing Detergent 32 Oz. $1.59

Flour

Kelly

Potted •

5 Lb.
'M eat

Special Prices on Anricot Computers
Through Our Grand Opening
Ifiga

ao,I

Computer

4 Qt. pail

-

Cookies

$ 1 29 $ 1
19
Sandwich Mate Cheese 12 Oz. 99'

Diet Coke, Diet Pepsi,
Coke, or Pepsi, or _
7-UP.
Mello Yello Case12
Oz. Can

9 5/$1 $ 1 29
8 Pk. 16 Oz.

Plus-Deposit

. . .messloop WHILE $
--•••••••-•-••••••••sawaggswwwwwww

,

Frito-Lay
Grand Ma

. .
$58
9
.

Nunn Better Dog Food High Protein 25 Lb. Bag
$4.591 Rinso Detergent 42 Oz. $1.09

753-7733

.461:21.1111.1111.111111111111111111111111111111111.1111111118111118111104wilii

120z.

1 Lb.

$
1
29
9

Martha White

apricot
r changing hov.
Ninerican business does txlstne‘s

Thorobred

Reelfoot

,Sun

Ice Cream

Our Darling Corn 3 99'

Reelfoot
Old Fashion
12 Oz.

Turner
'
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MSU students earn awards at conference
Six Murray State Tankersley, Stephen
Dr. Gail West, MurUniversity students Duggan. and Monica ray State's chapter adearned awards at the Hobbs, all of Bardwell; viser, attended the -conNational Phi Beta Brian Bower, ference, along with Dr.
Lambda Leadership Slaughters: and Kevis11-, Steve West of the MurConference in Houston, Eastridge,' ray State faculty and
Texas. July 5-8.
Greg Filbeck of Benton,
Madisonville.
The Kentucky t Kentucky's Business state advier of KenParliamentary Pro- Decision Making Team tucky Phi Beta Lambda.
cedure Team placed se- ,
,received a sixth-place
Filbeck, a 1985 graduate
cond in national com- award. Jim Walters, of Murray State who
petition . Team Metropolis, Ill:, served as national vice
members from Murray represented Murray president of the
State included Teresa State ori that team.
southern region last

year, is the youngest
state adviser ever appointed in Kentucky and
the youngest in the
natigp.
Phi Beta Lambda, the
sister organization to
Future Business
Leaders of America, is
open to students in postsecondary institutions
who have an interest in
the business world.

Drop in farm buying power reported

-

Farmer purchasing
power has been reduced
sharply since the base
period in 1977. actording to the most recently released agricultural
figures.
..As Kentucky
farmers' and. their
counterparts across the
country know all too
well, farmers are continuing to face low prices
for most of the commodities they sell," said
Agriculture Commiss-tonre.r David -E--:
Boswell.
The most recent
figures show the ratio of
the prices farmers
receive to the prices
they must pay is very

V.

low, only 79 percent.
compared to the 100 percent base of 1977.
"I think this ratio proves graphically the dire
and urgent situation in
which many farmers
find themselves. Some
farmers have even had
to sell items below the
cost of production. Obviously, farmers cannot
survive such conditions." Boswell said.
Records going back to
1910 show that a ratio
below 100 percent has
existed in only two
years between 1910 and
1979. Those were the
years of 1932 and 1933.
'Since 1980, the ratio
has been below 100 each

year, but this year it has
Calf prices at $59.30
reached new lows,' per hundred-weight
were down from last
Boswell said.
month, but were $6.20
June prices received
by Kentucky producers above a year ago.
were below the prices in
Milk prices averaged
May for corn wheat. $12 So compared with
cattle, calves and milk. $12.70 last month and
Corn prices at mid-June $12.80 for June 1984.
averaged $2.80 per
Hog prices showed
bushels compared to some strength, averag$2.84 in May and $3.72 a ing $44.10 per hundredweight at mid-June, up
year ago.
Wheat is priced at $2.20 from last month,
$3.11 per bushel, down but still well below the
13 cents from last month $50.40 of a year ago.
and six cents from a
Across the United
year ago. .
States, the June Index of
Little change was Prices Received by
noted in soybeans from Farmers was unchanglast month, but prices ed from May.
were down $2.41 per
Higher prices for
bushel from June 1984.
hogs, tomatoes,
potatoes, broilers And
cotton were offset by
lower prices for cattle,
milk, wheat, hay, feed
grains and lettuce.
The feeder livestock
and feed indexes were
down from May, while
'Seamless Tray
the family living compo•Reg. $75.00
!Made in U.S.A.
nent was higher. The
'Pneumatic Tire
tractor price index was
lower than three months
•Wooden Handles
ago as incentives of•Offer Good While Supply Lasts
MI1111101
-fered by dealers and
manufacturers lowered
prices.
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It must be something in the soil, or the
weather, because Calloway County gardeners
are having a bumper tomato crop this summer
as is shown in these two photographs. Pictured at
right is Clyde B. Hale, of Route 3, Murray, with a
2 3/4 lb. tomato which he recently picked from his
garden. Abiive, Pat Farley. of Route 8, Murray.
1
2 inches in
1
2 lb. tomato (20 /
grasps a 3 /
diameter) in one hand and a 2 1/2 lb. tomato (18/
1
2
inches in diameter) in the other hand. Farley admitted to using Miracle-Grow to help his
tomatoes along to their enlarged stage.

Southern States
4 Cu. Foot Jackson Wheelbarrow

•

1

Local gardeners
display proof of
giant lomatoes
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$ 3950

Sale

753-1423

Industrial Road

Murray

Overall crop acreage shows slight decline
Overall Kentucky
crop acreage thla year
is down 4 percent from
last year, with increases
in corn, sorghum, hay
and oats not offsetting
declines in wheat,
tobacco, soybeans,
barley and rye
acreages. Crop reporting officials recall that
corn and soybean planting progressed far
ahead of normal with

DIAMOND WATERFALL
1 CARAT T.W. 2 CARAT TW.

DIAMONDS
AND RUBIES
10K.
YELLOW GOLD $

99

WITH COUPON

E-Z TERMS

MICHELSONS

E-Z TERMS

tie

tobacco setting,under- since 1959. However, the at 172,000 acres, 18 per'way in record time.
1.26 million acres cent under last year.
Meantime widespread planted in soybeans is 17 with the Eight State
rains slowed the pace in percent less than in Burley' Belt acreage
early June, but crop 1984, with nine percent estimated down 16 perdevelopment generally of that estimated yet to cent. Dark tobacco is
remains ahead of be planted. The national down 8 percent. Last
average in anticipated year's large crop and
normal.
It is estimated that acreage to be harvested reduced quotas are
1.74 million acres is ,in soybeans this year is credited for the decline.
planted in corn in Ken- expected to be down 7
Kentucky Agriculture
tucky, which is up 5'per- percent.
Commissioner David E.
Boswell noted that
cent from last year and
Kentucky's burley 'winter wheat production
the highest acreage
tobacco acreage is put In Kentucky is forecast

Bonus
Cuddle Bear

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER

THE MOST EXPENSIVE
DIRT
YOU CAN BUY

with coupon and
95C deposit on
your portraft
Package
Beer

Approximately 5'

at L2 million bushels.
"That is down 41 percent from last year.
Boswell said, "and 14
percent under last
month's forecast.
However, the earlier
acreage forecasts for
this year were based on
a late November survey
and farmers were not
able to get some intended late acreage
seeded."

U.S. ag exports increase in value
While the value of
agricultural exports
from the U.S. increased
9 percent during the
past year, the value of
Kentucky exports dropped 9 percent according
to figures from the Kentucky Crop and
Livestock Reporting
Service.
"Decreased exports
of soybeans and tobacco
were the primary
reasons for the drop,"
said Agriculture Commissioner David E.
Boswell.
Agriculture exports
from Kentucky for the
year ending Sept. 30,
1984, totaled $702.7
million as compared to
$770.6 million the
previous yeat.

The leading export
commodities from Kentucky were tobacco, live
animals and meat products, feed grains and
soybeans.
"Kentucky ranked
first in the nation in exporting live animals and
meat products and second in the nation in expo r tin g non manufactured tobacco," Boswell said.
For the United States
as a whole, the value of
all exported
agricultural products
totaled $38 billion as
compared to $34.8
billion in fiscal year
1983.
Feed grains and soybeans were the most
valuable of the exported

commodities.
"The difference between fiscal year 1983
and fiscal year 1984
represents a hefty increase for U.S. exports,
but it is still far below
the record value of $43.8
billion in exports in
1981," Boswell said.
"I hope that Kentucky
will be able to regain its
share Of the export
market once again. Our
export difficulties are a
result of the tobacco
program's difficulties,
for the most part,"
Boswell said. "We are
looking forward to improving that part of our •
marketink picture
through the proposed
new tobacco legislation
now before Congress."

Hog dons steel-belted belly
Clogged filters cost you money.
Dirty filters cause your air conditioning and heating system to
work harder and use more electricity. This means you'll pay more
to stay cooler or warmer.
Check your filter regularly and clear or replace it when it's dirty.
You will be more comfortable and your electric bill will be lower.

ELECTRICITY
Get the most for your money.

1,

West Kentucicy Rural
Electric Coop. Corp.
753-5012
9V4

2-8x1Os
3-5x7s
15 wallets
Children of all ages, adults and groups.
••, COUPON•

Bonus Cuddle Bead
Present this coupon to our photographer when you make a 95C deposit on
your 512 95 portrait package and get a pkah Cuddle Bear for your child
95c deposit per advertised package Si sitting fee for each additional subject
rt sane portrait Not valid wtth any other offer One Cuddle Bear per family
Cuddle Ewetheitlefit Vighdy from illustration Advertised package poses
our selection One advertised package per sublect or group posed together
Minors must be accompanied by a parent Offer valid only on dales and at
locattonsleseed
•
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something to do rather
than fiddle around with
each other," Lamb said.
Apparently, though,
one pig liked the tires so
much that he climbed
inside one. Lamb said
the hog doesn't seem to
mind.
Lamb isn't worried
about getting the tire off
now. He said the hog is
scheduled for butchering this week.

Bar-B-Q Plate
Special:
Comes with French Friet
Baked Beans, Slaw,
Toasted Bun & Reg.
$299
Drink.

Try Our Delicious Homemade Pies
:-;Place Ain't Fancy...But Sho Is Good Food

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers

w--*:

Chestnut St.

THE PORTRAIT PLACE
••8

a,

Lamb said he put Old,
14-inch tires in the hog
pens at his farm to
discourage his 3,500
hogs from biting each
others' tails — a problem many hog farmers
experience.
"I put a tire in each
pen for the pigs to have
something to play
with," he said. The pigs
liked the new toys.
"It gives them

Special Good
July 19-25

Tues., July 23 thrU
Sat., July 27
Daily: 10 am.-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Hwy. 641 N., Murray
allirers

DELPHI,Ind.(AP) —
One of the hogs on Bob
Lamb's farm has a
steel-belted belly.
Lamb doesn't know
how it happened, but
there it is, a pig with a
tire stuck around its
midsection. And Lamb
can't get the thing off.
"It's a mud and snow,
so he's good for all terrain," Lamb .said
Monday.

Murray

753-0045
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Tough issues await legislators in 1986 regular session
'FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Despite the education and
revenue bills passed in the
Legislature's special session,
many tough issues, such as road
funding and prison overcrowding, remain for the 1986
General Assembly,officials say.
Acting Transportation
Secretary Les Dawson said he is
preparing his case for the
regular session, which begins in
46. January. That job is made
tougher by the resounding
defeat in the special session of
Gov. Martha Layne Collins' proposed gas-tax increase to fund
road projects.
"We are very much concerned
that the tax did not pass,"
Dawson said. "It will not mean
stoppage of road reconstruction
or repaving, but it does mean
work will be completed at a
slower pace.
"We may even have to
evaluate our six-year road plan
and. look at some possible
delays. Without more revenue,
the crunch will be even
greater."
Dawson said he had advocated
raising the gas tax before the

special session, and had "not
changed my mind on it for the
regular legislative session."
Kentucky needs to spend
about $358 million more on roads
in 1986-88, Dawson said.. That
amount would be just about
enough to keep roads in their
present shape and would allow
little for improving the highway
system, he said.
The special session approved
a resolution to let the state make
plans for another 500-bed,
medium security prison, but left
the matter of raisigg the money
to pay for it to the regular
session.
Deputy Corrections Secretary
Jack Lewis said an interim
legislative committee had begun
considering reforms that might
be put into effect, independent of
whether a new prison is built.
They included, he said, a constitutional amendment to permit
a state work-release program,
granting the governor emergency powers to release prisoners
before their sentences are up
and revision of the persistent
felon law.

Union officials meet with
federal4nediators today
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Of- ing committee.
ficials of the WheelingAbout 8,200 union members
have set a strike deadline for
Pittsburgh Steel Corp. and the
United Steelworkers union met 12:01 a.m. Sunday, when the
with federal mediators today in
company has said it will impose
an effort to avert a midnight an 18 percent pay cut and
strike and the steel industry's abolish long-standing work rules
biggest walkout in 26 years.
In the current contract.
- Joseph Scalise, the company's
liusen has called nearly 400
chief negotiator, and his elected and appointed officers of
associates met with mediators 19 union locals at WheelingPittsburgh facilities to meet in
Robert Householder and
Carmen Newell this morning at. Pittsburgh today. They will
have a chance to vote on
the Pittsburgh Hilton Hotel.
whether to strike.
The mediators were then exIt would be the first major
pected' to meet with a union
group led by USW negotiator
work stoppage in the steel inPaul Rusen before the two sides dustry since a 116-day nationwide walkout in 1959.
met together.
There had been no negotiaAsked the prospects for a 801iP
tion today, Rusen didn't answer, tions between union and
but simply shrugged,smiled and
management in more than a
went to a seat with his bargainmonth.

Soviet boy likes America,
though he misses parents
CHICAGO (AP) — Five years
ago, 12-year-old Walter Polovchak became the subject of an
international tug of war when he
refused to return to the Soviet
Ukraine with his parents.
Today, the 17-year-old youth
whose custody battle at one
point warmed up Cold War
rhetoric says he misses his
parents but has no regrets about
his decision to stay in America.
"Here is better than my country," the freckle-faced youth
said in halting English in 1980.
"If I had to dolt again, I'd do it
all over," he said in flawless
English in an interview last
week. "I still love this country. I
want to stay here."
These days Polovchak, with
styled hair, wire-frame glasses
and blue jeans, is, on the surface
St' least, thoroughly American.
He works part time at a supermarket. He's visited Disney
World. He likes rock music and
bowling. And he attends summer school.
"Right now he's much more
American than Ukrainian," said
his attorney, Julian Kulas.
"Let's face it, he's been in the
presence of American kids."
Polovchak has no intention of
leaving his new life, although
the U.S. courts have cleared the
way for his return to his
homeland.
On Thursday, a federal judge
said his parents' rights were
violated when the government
issued an order barring the boy
from leaving the United States.
State appeals courts have said
the youth never should have
been separated from his
parents.
But these decisions, for all
practical purposes, came too
late.
Polovchak, who lives with his
sister, Natalie, 22, and a cousin,
turns 18 in October and can
decide where- he wants to live.
He plans to apply for U.S.
citizenship then.
The early decisions in the case
have done "irreparable harm,"
said Harvey Grossman, an attorney for the American Civil
Libertles Union, which
represents his parents, Anna
and Michael Polovchak.
The legal wrangling began in'
July 1980, when POlovchak's
parents, who had come to the
United States in January to
reunite with family members,
decided to return to the Ukraine
-6etause they were unhappy.
Polovchak ran away, then
wound up in court, where he Was

removed from his parents'
custody.
Within days, he was granted
asylum. He later became a ward
of the state and then a permanent resident.
The ACLU contended that the
Polovchaks had no lawyer or
translator at that first juvenile
court hearing.
The Soviets protested, too,
calling it a kidnapping. Kulas
claimed he had evidence that
the parents were "tools" of
Soviet intelligence.

TWA gives
hijacked man
credit for trip
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Tran ,
World Airlines has credite
former TWA hostage for he
miles he traveled when hijacked
Flight 847 was flown four times
between Algeria la.nd Lebanon,
airline officials say.
Larry Hilliard. director of corporate communications for
TWA, said Friday thlat Debra
Toga,Wife of former hostage Arthur Toga, had inquired about
credit for the mileage under
TWA's Frequent Flyer
program.
Mrs. Toga said Friday she had
contacted the airline but did not
recall asking about credit for the
miles between Algiers and
Beirut.

the momentum going," Clarke
said, adding that education
would continue to be an issue,

"We imagine prisons will be at
the top of the list for legislative
business in the 1986 session,"
Lewis said. "Without a doubt, it
will be a full agenda.Also, supporters of Collins'
education *reform have vowed to
continue improyements in the
regular session.
House Appropriations and
Revenue Chairman Joe Cldrke,
D-Danville, said it may be a
challenge to keep education in
the forefrorrt with other pressing
needs not addressed in ...the
special session.
"It's going to be hard to keep

COPENNAGEN. Denmark
LAP) — An explosion in central
Copenhagen this morning
wrecked the offices of Northwest Orient Airlines, the only
American air carrier with offices in the Dad*
Spectators and police fit the
scene said first reports Indicated two people were killed
and several injured. • •
There was no immediate word
on whether‘the explosion was
caused by a bomb. The blast was
heard throughout downtown
Copenhagen.

might have to consider raising
taxes to keep its programs
running.

IR/
Fr oil yOur

Fain
Insurance
Agency

T-ovel Reervotions Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

For your mobile home
owner's insurance.
* We represent four
different companies.
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American and International Traveltime
614 S. 4th
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CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

Save On Our Exclusive Electronics!

Y MON
Lowest Price Ever!64K Model 4 Dual-Disk Computer
By Radio Shack

Save $500

79900
Reg. 1299.00
,

Low As $37 Per Month
On Citiline*

s Completely Self-Contained Unit
a Includes Built-In 80 x 24 Display
•Parallel and RS-232C Interfaces
•Memory is Expandable Up to 128K

Model 4 is Also Available At Any

Take advantage of this unprecedented sale price now!
Model 4 is ideal for business and home—just add programs for spreadsheet analysis, word processing, acco,unting, or home financial,planning and electronic filing.
It's compatible with the optional CP/M Plus operating system, and expands easily with graphics, hard-disk drives,
printers and modems. Includes Disk BASIC and instruction manuals. Hurry—some units for sale are new, some
are demonstration models, but all are sure to sell very fast
at this great low price! #26-1069

HURRY—MODEL 4 SALE ENDS 7/31/85

CP/M Plus us a trademark of Digital Research

Don't Miss These Other Exciting Bargains!
Telephone Answering System 37% Off

13" Color TV With Remote Control

DUOFONV-TAD-112C by Radio $hack

Save
$5195

By Radio Shack

Save $100

29
9
88119

Qgq
99 95

Law As $20 Per Month On Caine*

With Remote Control

139.95

No more waiting by the phone for important calls! Answers with
your taped greeting, then records message. Remote lets you
review your messages from any phone. #43-247
Battery for remote extra

,itieeeweirweee4e,

Comb filter gives you increased picture detail. Wireless infrared remote
for handy armchair control. Cableready. #16-231 Diagonally measured '

Stylish 1-Piece
Touch-Tone Phone

"Mini" Under-Dash
Car Cassette

ET-120 by Radio Shack

Portable Cassette
Recorder

By Realistic'

CTR-70 by Realistic

.

0% Off
1495
Rog. 24.95

HALF 2995
PRICE Reg. 59.95

36%

Save $30 on quality cassette
stereo! End-of-tape auto-stop
with LED indicator. #12-1803

Our best! Built-in mike, autolevel, cue/review,'auto-stop.
#14-1050 Batteries extra

40-Watt
Booster 'Equalizer

Radar Detector
Road Patror XK by Micronta •

Handy AM/FM
Pocket Radio

-

45%
Off

299.

,iii _ ,:rt---- -rzw—
---1PP
.-

r-

,-1-ii 7

Off

,,A

I Reg. 49.95

By Realistic

-

1

ve 11995 1.
Ssa40
,

Weighs only 5'/2 pounc s! Sun
shade, AC/12VDC/bath rY
power. *16-102
Diagonally measured Batteries DC
adapter extra

32-Number
Auto-Dialer
DUCFONE-332 by Radio Shack

Cut
38wo

Rog. 159.95
ROg. 54.95
- Lew 44 sse Pee woes is Mine*
Warns of speed radar even
Makes your s stem "come
around corners and over hills'.
alive"! Equali or lets you
#22-1608
boost or cut r sponse up to 12 Not owed where prohibited Use may he
dB *12-1865
regulated by state Or local law

Portable 5" VHF, UHF
Black-&-White TV
PortaVision by Rea istic

3188 811

At this pre, buy
twiO Or three!
"Hlangs-up" on
an y flat surface.
WIhite, #43-503,
Brown, #43-504

By lealistic

Battenes tor remote extra

Save
*4195
00
Rog. 129.95
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- - -%. ---.,----,._.''
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Blast razes
an American
airline office
in Denmark

but might not remain the issue.
Clarke also has already put
out word that that the state
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R.g. 15'95
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.
Take it out to the ball game!
'Includes earphone for private
listening. #12-636 Battery extra

Off

Reg. 5 .95
Dials emergency or of enused numbers. Switch able
Touch-Tone/pulse dial ng•.
#43-298 Backup Patter*, e stra
fivrt'.4

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/hawk Store or Defier Nearest You
A DiviStON Of TANOA CORPORATION

.C,Itbee revteeng Credit trOrn C.IrbartA PiyfTlent may vary detention° upon balance
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Calicos ay Co.
represented
in national
regional meet

•

•.

BATTLE • CREEK,
Mich. - Eight Calloway
County track and field
athletes competed in the
Junior Olympics National Regionals at Battle Creek, Mich.. Saturday and Sunday.
Although only the top
- two finishers in each
event qualify for the national finals, four of the
Calloway athletes placed in the top 10 of their
respective age groups.
Mark Henderson placed third in the national
regionals with a pole
vault of 12-6 in the boys
- 15-16 year-old division.
Joey McCallum
finished seventh overall
in the boys 15-16 high
jump, clearing 5-6 with
his best leap.
In the girls 15-16 mile
relay, Marcia Grimes
and Erica Musgrow
along with . two other
team members from
Ballard County, placed
seventh overall. Grimes
placed sixth in the 100
meter dash.
Michael Ross and
Mark Watkins competed in boys 13-14 yearold events, but didn't
place.
Connie Ross failed to
place in the girls, 15-16
• high. jump, and Pam
Knight did the same in
1- both the 3.000 meter run
and the high jump.
The Calloway group
attended the national
regional competition
, along with coach Stan
Simmons.

Noah makes
finals. hut
Purcell out
WASHINGTON (API
- • France's . Yannick
Noah, ending five years
of frustration, defeated
top-seeded Jimmy Connors Sunday night,
3-6. 6-2, to advance to
the finals of the $200,000
D.C. National Bank Tennis Classic.
Noah, 'seeded third,
will face 11th-seeded
Martin Jaite of Argentina, who outlasted
countryman Marcelo Ingararno earlier Sunday,
6-4, 5-7, 6-2. Noah, who
earlier this year won the
Italian Open on clay,
will be vying for his second title of the year
Monday night.
In men's doubles,
Murray, Ky.. tennis pro
Mel Purcell and his
partner Jaro Navratil of
Czechoslovakia, lost in
the semifinals to the
team of David Graham
of Australia and Balazs
Taroczy of Hungary,
6-3, 7-5.

INSURING
YOUR
CAR,
HOME,
BUSINESS,
FAMILY

.......

. ....

Allen comes from-behind
to capture Oaks CC crown

Dan McNutt

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
As a youngster, Mark Allen probably played a
game called 'follow the leader.'
Sunday in the Oaks Men's Invitational golf
tournament, Allen played a grown-up version of
that game, with the only exception being when
the game was over - he was the leader who had
been following'all along.
Allen, a May graduate of the University of
Kentucky, shot a '2-under-par 70 to go with his
Saturday round of 4-under-par 68, to capture the
Oaks Country Club championship with a 138
total.
Allen, a Clinton resident who plays out of South
Highlands Country Club in Mayfield, followed
first-day leader and Oaks President Truman
Whitfield all Sunday afternoon. But that was only
because Whitfield's foursome of Tony Franklin,
Mike Holton and Purdom Lovett teed off first as
the top four players in the championship fligkt.
"Ifwas kind of glad they teed off first," Allen
rel9"Caled afterwards. "It kept the gallery out of
our way and I figured the pressure would cost
them about two strokes apiece."
Actually, the pressure or whatever cost Whitfield 12 strokes from his four-stroke Saturday
lead of 34-30-64 to 38-38-76 on Sunday.
According to Franklin, who cdme in fourth
behind runnerup Whitfield and No.3 Don
Cothran, it wasn't so much the pressure as a lack
of leadership that caused Sunday's backslide.
"None of us in our group ever got hot. We
never even thought about someone burning up
the course behind us. But (Allen) did. It's hard to
play your best when everyone in the group is
WINNER, RUN NE RUP - Mark Allen (top left) trailed the top foursome all day on Sunday, but on the
struggling," Franklin noted. "It's hard when you
final scorecard comparison, the University of Kentucky graduate from Clinton'was declared the winner
don't have one person to shoot for."
of the Oaks Men's Invitational. Oaks President Truman Whitfield (top right) was the first-day leader
Franklin's score blossomed from a 68 to Sunwith an 8-under-par 64. but on Sunday he faltered to lose the title by two strokes to Allen.
day's 73 and the others in the front four suffered
Staff photos by Jim Rector'
much the same fate. Holton shot 67-76-143 and
Lovett shot 67-77-144.
Meanwhile behind the front four. Cothran was
busy keeping an eye on Allen with-his 68-73-141,
winning third from Franklin in a card comparison later.
Allen was putting on a show worth watching as
he rounded the first nine on Sunday at 1-over-par
37, then shot 3-under-par for the back nine.
The par-3 140-yard No.10 hole proved to be a
godsend for Allen on both days.
"I was 1-over on the front nine both days and
both times I birdied No.10 to put me-back to par.
That got me going both days," Allen said.
For the tourney, putting was Allen's forte as he
three-putted only three times in 36 holes. He had
five birdies on Sunday, four on Saturday, plus he
eagled the par-5, 540-yard No.18 on Saturday for
good measure.
"I've played in this tournament three tim'es
and last year I was in the first flight. This
weekend was the first time I ever played this
course well. All in all I my putting was good the
entire weekend and I made the birdie putts when
TREED - Oaks
I needed them," Allen said. '
member Don Cothran
"I really thought Whitfield would win," Allen
had an unwanted hand
said, adding, "This being his home course and
from Mother Nature on
all. I really didn't think I could'catch him. I
this shot on No.18 during
didn't hit too well off the tees, but I hit a lot of
Sunday's final round at
greens today."
the Oaks Country Club.
Along with Allen's championship flight vicCothran finished third
tory, three other golfers won their flights
overall the OCC Men's
outright and two were named co-champs of the
Invitational after winnThird Flight.
ing a card comparison
David Brien of Calvert scored 75-71-146 to
against Murray's Tony
beat Kevin D'Angelo by two strokes for the First
Franklin.
Flight title. Johan Tanum came in third with his
77-72-149.
John Howard of Benton was the Second Flight
champion, shooting 82-70-152 to edge runnerup
411
Raz Villanova and third place C. Reed with identical 81-72-153 scores.
Mayfield's Jerry Featherstone and Tim
Choate of Clinton were declaredico-champions of
the Third Flight when Choate won a dispute over
the 10 percent rule with his 8441-155 after
Featherstone was declared.the winner with his
SANDWICH, England Jacklin in 1969.
the 54-hole co-leaders. double-bogey on the 10th
84:76-160.
( AP ) - Thb 114th
"I have often been a Lyle finished with a 70 ended
his chances and
In the Fourth Flight, Murray Police Chief
British Open golf cham- bridesmaid and this is
for a four-day total of he finished at 285 after a
Jerry Lee took home the trophy with his
pionship proved to be a the best way to be the
282, while Graham and 72.
92-79-171. That beat Danny Howard's runnerup
double delight for the bride," the 27-year-old
Langer each fell two
score of 90-83-173. hometown fans who not Briton said of his first
shots back after matLyle's victory, which
A field of 164 competed for this year's Oaks
only witnessed a thrill- major triumph, which
ching 75s.
was worth $94,250,
crown although the champions of the past two
ing finish but also an he said was "very
Payne Stewart, whose helped overcome some
years did not enter.
emotional victory by emotional."
68 was the best score of of the lost luster of this
In special awards Tony Franklin won tl-W
home-country .favorite
He almost was in the day, claimed second
tournament. Only nine
longest
drive contest and Jerry Featherstone got
Sandy Lyle.
tears, he said, when he
place - and $62,350 - of the top 20 American
closest-to-the-pin.
Lyle, English-born of sank a 45-foot putt four
with a 72-hole score of money -winners
Also, Murrayan Chuck Bollegar scored a holeScottish parents. had holes from the end and
283.
bothered to make the
in-one on the par-3, 210-yard No.6 hole on Sunday.
trouble describing what realized the title was
Joining Langer and trip, and the tournaBollegar said he hit a 4-iron and the shot landit meant to be the first almost within his grasp.
Graham at 284 were ment was subsequently
ed 18-feet in front of the pin. From there,
British_ winner of the
Lyle, known as "Lily" first-round leader Chrisdogged by foul weather.
Bollegar said, "that ball acted like it was looking
tournament since Tony by his fellow profesty O'Connor and
Among the missing
for the hole and rolled straight in."
sionals, took advantage
American Mark were Curtis Strange, the
Playing with Tommy Hamlin, Dennis Pitof the troubles that O'Meara.
money leader on the
tenger and Jack Benton, Bollegar said his onebeset Australian David
Another American, American tour, and U.S.
stroke gem "was the most perfect shot I've ever
Graham and West Ger- Tom Kite, briefly
held Open champion Andy
hit in 20 years of golf." It was Bollegar's third
man Barnhard Langer, the lead Sunday, but a
North,
ace of his career.

Scotsman Lyle shoots winning British score

Michigan
500 race
postponed

,••••

Sometimes it makes
sense to put your
"eggs in one basket."
Insurante is a good
example.
Entrust your personal
or commercial protection prograrn to a
single qualified specialist...a friend you
can depend on.

PURDOM,
THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 144c0e
Southaldit of this Ot square
753-4451

Stalks AuNt kwouratsce
A frond you Car ~al on

BROOKLYN. Mich.
( AP) - The Michigan
500 Indy-car race was
postponed Sunday after
two cars spun out in
practice runs Saturday.
Colombian driver
Roberto Guerrero and
record -setting pole winner Bobby Rahal's
accidents both were
caused by sudden loss
of air in right front tires
supplied by Goodyear.
Goodyear announced
it will withdraw its new
radial race tires, which
Were being used on this
fast high -banked,
2-mile track tor the
first time, and bring
back the type of biasply tires•used here in
two Indy-car races In
1984.

Flight
Winners
Oaks Invitational
Golf Tournament
Director Nick Ryan
(far left) poses with the
flight winners Sunday.
The winners included
(from right to left)
Mark 'Allen, championship flight; Day id
Brien, first flight; John
Howard, second flight;
Tim Choate and Jerry
Featherstone, thtrd
flight "co-champions:
Jerry Lee,fourth flight.
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Bollegar
4ce on No.6
Oaks Country Club
Men's Invitational Golf
Charnplareshlp Flight
M Allen
ak 70-139
T. Whitfield
64.76-140
I) Cothran
611-73-141
T Franklin
6873-141
J Gingles
73-69-142
R Cothran
71-71-142
B Canter
71 72-143
M. Holton
67 76-143
C. Bechtold
68-76-144
M Sins
70-74-144
P Lovett
67-77-144
C. Bollegar
71.73-144
H. Branch
74-72-146
•
B Young
7374-147
J Mckinney
74-73-147
J Wiseman
70-7S-14s
M Williams
74.75-149
M Walker
71 78-149
T Grooms
73-76-149
I) Hooper
73,
77-150
I) Brundage
71-79-150
M Newcomb
72 7S-150
A Nelson
73 HI -154
J Cothran
74-S2-156
G Thorsen
69-87-156
J Parker
7463-157
J Mason Sr
74-85-159

First Flight
D Bryan
75-71-148
K
Angelo/
75-73,148
• Tanum
71
,
7214
- 0- R Jones
7S- 72- 150
S Gaines
75-75
I. Balmer
77 73-150
P Grammar
77 74-151
S Gibson
77-75-152
H Steely
76-76-152
J Wilson
7k-75-153
T. Garland
77-76-153
T Thomas
7579-154
I) Blair
75-79-151
• Lampkins
78-76- 154
J Wade
75841-150
B Jackson
7776-155
K Rogers
76 S11-156
B Crouse
76 sn_isa
J White
79-77-156
H Cates
75 62- 157
M Oliver
79 7$- 157
C Hargrove
444-154
I) Ryan
76-83- 151/
I) Paschall
7s-81-159
Hopkin's
78 111 - 159
H Kemp
7..,/42- 160
C Ford
711.81
I) Alexander
76-s5 -161
14 Dunn
77.85-162
R Colson
79.83-162
It Parks
7995-174
Second Flight
J Howard
52 70-152
• Villanova
61 72-153
C Reed
61-72-153
J Sutter
*4) 75-155
T Hamlin
43 72-15.5
I) Walker
844-77-137
T Edwards
51 741-157
K Henson
11 11 76-157
S Farmer
64) 78-IS)'
A Jones
1:0-79- 159
P Darnell
61 76 -15w
J McClure
83-76-159
D Pittenger
*4) 8(4-16(4
P Tynes
RI -79-160
B Lamastus
81-79-164)
J Norsworthy
81 79-160
J Stone
1.2 7k-160
P Howard
8(1-61-161
S Jones
• sO -161
I) Gallagher
kl SO-161
J Mason Jr
844-82-162
M Cartwright
SI NI -162
B Canter
.8340-162
G Stone
844 83-163
✓ Dick
A0443-163
S Spiceland
• 62- 163
C Henson
83-80- 163
G King
S1.83-164
I. Suiter
S44-65- 165
J Austin
51-85-165
• Story
h3-83- 166
B Billington
83-83-166
S.Shepherd
80 47 167
D Winchester
• 87-168
D Gibbs
83-86-169
J Levan
8093-173
Third Flight
T Choate
8571-155
J Featherstone
PO -76- 160
J Kerr
85.77-162
T Allbritten
84.78-162
B Garland
8578-163
L Smelser
84 80-.164
S Bury
146.7k-164
G Howard
94-80-164
J. Neale
x4-80-164
N. Patterson
89-76-165
E Wright
88-76-166
.
J. Falwell
85•63-16.1.
J 'Larkin
S6.92-168
B Towery
86-62- 168
G Dunnigan
A4.85-169
T Delaney
144.85- 169
B. Woodsman
#683-1614
J Warren
85-85-170
K Hayes
85.85-170
B Martin46.64-170
Austin
65-86-171
.J Felts
66-66-172
I) Alexander
84-89-173
R. Faith
85-88-173
B Wade
87.86-173
L Glover
95-89-174
N Galloway
86.89-175
S Mecon
87-69-175
A Prartger
68-87- 175
K Smith
4444-814-176
R Brindley
88-141-177
J Groves
66.92-176
I. Bea).
89-92-1441
J Jones
88-95-183
W Vance
86-98-18.1
C Sheperd
66401.
-187
Fourth Flight,
P Lee
9279-171
I) Howard
90.83-173
J I..ane
93-90-173
J Benton
904.4- 174
F'. McGuire
92.8,1-175
C ih'ildey
.90-85-175
J Hover
93-83-176
Ft Carlson
92-85-177
T. Burnam
SS1-85-177
B Roberts
00-1117-179
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90-91-181

C Lewis
T Lawson
R.. Mathis
B Singleton
I) Rogers _
B Lemond
G Harper

9481.... 14.3
93 91-184
100-1‘5015
90-146-166
95-94- tint
92.98 100 91-100-191

• Ivy
J Garrison
R Ross
M Hutchens
G..Nance
B Belcher
G Lilly
H West
kt James
B Barlett
T Wallace

93-102-144
9744-1914
95-102-197
97.100,197
99.98-197
102• 101 -203
102• 101-202
102.102-204
102-111-213
104-m4-207i
100114-217

•

6-5
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Lakeland cruises to title
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District playoff no problem; next stop state
By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
A clean sweep of the
district tournament by
the Lakeland All-Stars
was complete Sunday at
Reagan Field as the
local team won its second victory over Three
Rivers 11-1 to earn a
berth in the state tournament next Saturday
in Owensboro.
Lakeland received a
first-round bye in the
state playoff and will
play Saturday at 1 p.m.
against the winner of
host Owensboro and a

team from Louisville. that next weekend
in
Nine teams are ex- Owensboro," added the
pected to vy for the state skipper.
title in the final playoff.
"I think we have
After a silent beginnplayed fairly well in the ing the Lakelan
d bats
field throughout the
began to make some
(district) tournament. noise in the third inning,
We have not had overbut not as much as
powering, but consiswould follow. John
tant pitching, and today
Mark Potts ripped the
(Sunday) we started hit- second of his three
hits
ting the ball," said for the day into
right
Lakeland Coach Steve centerfield to
drive
West.
home Dennis Thurmond
"We've got the type of and Greg Futrell,
then
team that does what it reciever Todd Ross
riptakes to win, and I ped a one-bagger
to brbelieve they will do just ing Potts home.

single to center and
eventually made the
final out of the inning
nine batters later when
he lined out to the second baseman. During
the offensive surge the
Lakeland stars scattered six hits off oppos-,
ing hurlers Rick Majors
and Jerry Peek and
crossed the plate five
times.
Dennis Thurmond
highlighted the frame
with a three-run homer
to left field and Shawn
McClure, who was
3-for-4 at the plate,
drove in two with his second of three singles.
A pair of runs in the
sixth gave the Lakeland
stars a 10-run victory
for its third win in three
o,utings, and Mitch
Grogan got the win, his
second of tne tourney.

Going into the fourth
with a three-run lead,
West went to the bullpen
to replace starting
hurler Brad Skinner,
who had gamed a 3-2
victory Saturday over
Hopkinsville. Mitch
Grogan came to the hill
with one on and no outs
but easily pitched out of
the jam after he tossed a
pickoff strike to first
base and cleared the
bases.
Lakeland picked up
one run in the last of the
fourth and gave up one
in the top of the fifth
when Grogan walked
the first three batters to
load the diamond. The
Lakeland skipper pulled
another Grogan, Rick,
from the pitchers pool
and again the change
proved effective as the
third Lakeland hurler
was able to get out of the
inning with little
damage.

THREE RIVERS 000010 0 - 1 26
LAKELAND
003 152x - 11 120
Skinner and M Grogan 41 and R
Grogan i Si and Ross Majors and
Peeks i5 o and Barry McCallun 161
and David Brown WP - M Grogan
LP - Majors 214 - Potts (Li UR Thurmond

Stacey Dowell led off
the Lakeland fifth with a

LAKELAND MUSCLE - Dennis Thurmond (12)
slugged a three-run
homer to power Lakeland past Three Rivers,
11.1, in Sunday's Senior Babe
Ruth district championship game at Murray
State's Reagan Field.
Photo by Chris Evans

MSU tight end Lester signs with Cincinnati
WILMINGTON, Ohio
(AP) - The Cincinnati
Bengals, hoping to improve on their 8-8 finish
in 1984, began workouts
in their preseason training camp today after
having signed all but
one of their 1985 college
draftees.
Eddie Brown, the
Bengals' top selection of
the first round in last
spring's National Foot-

ball League draft, was
the lone holdout. He said
he would not be on hand
today for the opening
workouts of the
Bengals' camp at Wilmington College.
The Bengals went into
the weekend having
signed only half of the 16
college players they
drafted this year. By
Sunday night, the team
had signed all but

Brown to contracts.
The signees included
second -round draft
choice Carl Zander, an
inside linebacker from
Tennessee who is being
counted on to compete
for a starting position.
"Their agents had a
chance to see what
others (around the
NFL) were getting and
they wanted the players
in on time," Bengals

Assistant General
Manager Mike Brown
said.
Also signed were cornerback Anthony Tuggle, a fourth-round pick
from Nicholls State,
nose tackle Anthony'
Degrate of Texas, offen-.
sive tackle Eric Stokes
of Northeastern, tight
end Keith Lester of Murray State, defensive end

Keith Cruise of Northwestern and tight end
Harold Stanfield of
Mississippi College.
The Bengals declined
to reveal any of the contract terms,...,,
With the Sunday signing blitz, the Bengals
join the New York
Giants as the two teams
that have signed all
their draft choices but
their first-rounder.

Tennessee All-Star gridderS top Kentucky s best, 21-16
WINNING FORM - Brad Skinner pitched Lakeland to a victory Saturday
,
then started what turned out to be a 2-hitter in an 11-1 triumph over Three
Rivers on Sunday.
Photo by Chris Evans

Lanning wins.
Might Mite
triathlon

FORREST CITY, Ark. - Murray triathlete
,Adam Lanning defeated a .field of 17 in his
50-over age division in the Mighty Mite
Triathlon. Saturday.
Lanning. 55, completed the .4 mile swim,
13-mile bike ride and 3-mile run in 1:17.16 to
place 90th among 417 athletes who finished.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) - Billy Cunningham stole the
spotlight with a pair of
touchdown catches, but
the Vanderbilt-bound
wide, receiv,er credited
the Tennessee All-Stars'
running game with paving the way for a 21-16
victory over Kentucky's
best.
Cunningham snared

:WO A

scoring tosses of 11 and on 10 rushes I set up the
57 yards Saturday night passes," Cunningham
at Vanderbilt Stadium
said. "The hardest part
as Tennessee won for was all the assignments
the second time in as we had. We had no promany meetings in the blems with their
annual game matching coverage,"
the top prep players of
Starting Tennessee
each state.
quarterback Tony
"I felt the running ,Laurendine hit Cunngame in the first ingham with an 11-yard
quarter (when Ten- scoring strike to cap a
nessee gained 63 yards 74-yard, 14-play march

uto
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Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

1Se

The 6 -foot- 1 .
175-pound receiver put
the game out of reach in
Kentucky had tied.the
the fbtirth qUarter`when game 7-7 late in the sehe outjumped Kentucky cond quarter on a
defensive back Tony 37-yard scoring bomb
Massey for a Kevin from quarterback
Roach pass at the Chuck Broughton to
1g-yard line 'and then wide receiver Joey
trotted into the end zone Hamilton.

INTEREST FREE CREDIT...
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!

••

Ives

for a 21-10 Tennessee
lead with 9:53 remaining to complete a
57-yard scoring play.

Now Iti EasierThan Ever 7b Buy The Best!

D
I'

in the first quarter for a
7-0 Volunteer State lead.

•
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Ask For Details. Note: Not available at some locations.
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CLEARANCE SALMI

Save Now On
Some Of Goodyear's
Most Popular Tires.
Sale Ends July 31!

Major League Baseball Standings
Toronto
New York
Detroit
Baltimore
Boston
Milwaukee
Cleveland
California
Oakland
Chicago
Kansas City
Seattle
Minnesota
Texas

MatCor League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
55
52
49
16
47
39

L
37
37
40
43
44
49
Al8.
West Division
54 37
48 43
45 13
46 ..44
44 47
41 18
35 57
Saturday's Games

Pct

GB

.598
.584
551
517
516- -7Y
443 14
322 25
593
527
511
511
484
461
380

6
74
10
12
19Y

- Oakland 5. Toronto 1
--Kansas City 7, Baltimore 5
California 5. Boston 3
Detroit 6, Texas 5. 15 innings
Chicago R. Cleveland 6
Seattle 13. Milwaukee 10
New York 8, Minnesota 3
Sunday's Games
Texas 7. 13etroit 5
Toronto IL Oakland 4
Baltimore 6, Kansas City 4
New York 5..Minnesota 2
Boston 8, California 4
•
Cleveland 4. Chicago 3. 10 innings
Milwaukee 5. Seattle 4
Monday's Games
Seattle (Langston 5-6 o at Toronto (Filer 0-01, in)
Oakland (Codiroll 4-6 at Boston (Lollar 3-51. ifll
Detroit ii'Z'Neal 5.21 at Chicago Nelson 5.11. trio •
Cleveland (Ruble 2-51 at Texas 4 Welsh 1-21, no
New York Rasmussen 3-4 at Kansas City iGubicza
6-5o. (no
Baltimore Davis 4-51 at Minnesota i Smithson 14.71.
California
3-71, In o

Slaton 4-91 at Milwaukee i Vuckovich

Tour de France
PARIS (AP) - France's Bernard
Hinault won his fifth Tour de
France cycling class:.: Sunday,
while American Greg Lemond
finished second in Vie (Aran standings. Belgium'! Rudy Matthijs'
captured the 22nd 16g in the 72nd
Tour.
Hinault was victor_vi
the 1978;
1979, 1981 and 102 Tours and he
became the third rider to win five
Tours.

Tuesdays Games
Seattle at Toronto. in i
Oakland at Boston. ini
Detroit at Chicago. In
California at Milwaukee, (no
Clevellind at Texas. in
Slew York at Kansas City, in
Baltimore at Minnesota. In o
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pct.
GB
St Louis
53 36
596 New York
53 37
589
y
Montreal
52 40
565
2I9_
Chicago
47 13
522 6145
Philadelphia
39 51
433 1411
Pittsburgh
30 59
337 23
West Division
Los Angeles
51 38
573 San Diego
52 40
565
45
Cincinnati
517
46 43
5
Houston
44 48
478
8'.
Atlanta
40 50
441 Ilk,
San Francisco
35 57
380 17I,
Saturday's Games
New York 16. Atlanta 4
San Diego 4. Pittsburgh 2
Chicago 2. San Francisco 1
Philadelphia 10. Cincinnati 6
Montreal 6. Houston 1
Los Angeles 3. St. Louis 0
Sunday's Games
Houston 5. Montreal 4
New York 15, Atlanta 10
Cincinnati 7. Philadelphia 6
St Louis 4. Los Angeles 2, 10 timings
Pittsburgh 5. San Diego 2 San Francisco 2, Chicago I
Monday's Games
St Louis I Andujar 15.41 at San Francisco 4 Lat'oint
1-8)
Atlantis 'Mahler 13.8151 Montreal Palmer 6-7 o. in,
Cincinnati i Soto 8.110 at New York Fernandez 3.51.
n
Hannon (Nlekro 7-51 at Philadelphia (Hudson 4.81.
nI
Chicago (Trout 8-41 at San Diego iDravecky
n
Pittsburgh
McWilliams 4-TI at Los Angeles
4 Honeycutt 6.81, n I
Tuesday's Games
St Louis at San Francisc0
Atlanta at Montreal. in
Cincinnati at New York. I n
Houston at Philadelphia., n
Chicago at San Diego, 11r
Pittsburgh, at Los Angeles in

SAVE ON STEEL BELTED
RADIALS

TIRES FOR SMALL CARS
CHECK THESE SALE PRICES ON THREE OF
GOODYEAR S MOST POPULAR STEEL RADIALS'

Save On G-Metric Radial
I GOOD!I

Custom Polysteel
Radial*
Whitewall
Size

SALE PRICE
No trade
needed

P185 80813
P175 75814
P185 75814
P195 75814
P205, 75814
P725 751314
P705 75815
P215 75R15
P735 75815

$55.00
$55.25
$61.35
$62.60
$66.40
$73.50
$68.85
S71.95
$78.60

40*

$3595

2995

SAVE ON LIGHT TRUCK it RV RADIALS
Wrangler All Season
Radial
1995

(Mem Mae
I
511•

1•58
Ibmie
8

ft

S
SI

SAl t PINCI
Me Ow*
semis.
99.9$
511295
$119 9$
S131 9$

Weber*.
Size
41
_

138 95

' -,,,-, I .
..,.
- .I.I•

542 95

sail Pact
IN Dal*
weeded
$4295
$3995
1 543 95
$4495

544 nat, is,

Save On Arriva Radial
.•

P155 80H 13 Whitewall
No trade needed

• Deep-groove multi-rib tread
helps reduce "hydroplane lift
-in rain slick roads
Double steel cord belts hold
tread flat against the road,even
on turns, for effective traction.
long term wear
• Steel belts also Protect the
critical tread area against tire
bruising road hazards
• Hap count And sult4,441! sl.,1J‘q s

SAL IF MCI
Me trees
seven.
$3395

OlocIls..11
Sall

3395

BETTER!
s

.

-

...
%,•

SA.1 MCI
lee MN*
smile*
$3695
$3995

elecbeee
5,40

Slit I PPact
Me oside
eeellee
$4595
$4995

4.41 i

542 95

$5195

$4695
s•

Save On Vector Radial
i BEST! I
411.
51k i 1111C1
ma...',mama..
.',NO Iteee
us
wino
s42 95
'

-'"s

Olaelm' r
54as

.

545 95
548 9$

SC I ,
1 111Cf
Al• uses
..$5395
55595

I r•ds .141,

Lube, Oil Change & Filter

Tune-Up Time!
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Hoz-se Racing
INGLEWOOD, Calif. IAPI John Henry. the worIcr*-a,11-tUrkl,
leading. _ThAlrbughbred moneyearner, will refire from racing,
Hollywood Park track officials announced Sunday.

4.4.•

RUDOLPH:GOODYEAR
U.S. 641 S.

South 12th stIoui 753-8971

Soulnsitie Center

Murray, Ky.

"Business Is Good"

(502)753-0595

"We Have A Winning Team-Qualify, Quantity

Price"
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CLASSIFIEDS

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

1

Legal

liegal

1

Legal

1 .Legal

1

Lee a

I

To: Donald N. Watson and Eagle Motors, Inc.
You are being sued in the United States District Court, in Fort
Wayne, Indiana, Cause, No. F-84-0358. pursuant to the Federal Motor
Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act, 15 U.S.C.A. 1981 et. seq.,for
disconnecting, resetting or altering the odometer of a 1981 Oldsmobile
Omega owned by the Plaintiffs. The attorney for the Plaintiffs is
William P. Fox, One Rose Marie's Alley,''The Landing", Fort Wayne,
Indiana 46802. Unless you answer this judgment by default will be
entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint.
LEGAL CAPTION OF CASE IS:
Carl A. Beachy and
"
Cause No. F-84-0358
Saundra K. Beachy,

"Good heavens-just look at you!'flou've been
down at the Fergusons' porch light, haven't you?'

7-111-1‘

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
horse
45 Precious stone
47 High
1 Secret agent
49 Cushions
Note of scale
, 6 Beginners
50 A state
I paid aUention
52 Inlets
1 3 Bellowed
54 Nickel symbol
5. Teutonic deity
. 55 Sun god
16 Fragrant
56 Pretentious
18 French article
homes
'9 itaiy abbr
57 Symbol for
21 Encour aye
tantalum
61 Affirm
22 AH0
24 Cries like a dove 63 Worn away
26 Dines
65 Imposed mone28 Zodiac sign
tary penalty
66 Prefix down
29-Roman officiai
31 Fondtes
_
6' Artificial
33 Footpait pos-language
tion abbr
DOWN
31 voung boys
.36 Lairs
1 Haggard novel
36 Hebrew. month
2 Punctuation
42 Fork prong
mark
hind of race
3 Old pronoun
5

16

i

16

4 Mother of Castor and Pollux
5 Sun-dried brick
6 Jogged
7 Second person
-

8

9

10
Iii
14

0

i ,

26.
;
moo

22
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I

18

1
1
1
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ARA PENAL ARE
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1111 87

Eagle Motors, Inc.
Donald N. Watson,
Avenue Auto Sales, Inc.,
Auto Dealers Exchange

Answer to Previous Puzzle

ACROSS

,1111
_
4

VS

•67

8 Reckless
9 Either
10 Merchant
12 Fulfill
14 Railroad station
17 Harvest
20 Labor
23 Spanisp article
24 Symbol for
- cerium
25 Narrow, flat
board
27 Walk
30 Reword
32 Break suddenly
35 Entangled
37 Peruse
38 Greek
marketplace
39 Benefit
41 Lamb's pen.
name
43 Revised
44 Rupees: abbr.
46 Roman 1001
48 Intertwined
51 Unlock
53 Withered
57 Mature
58 Therefore
60 Bother
62 Lithium symbol
64 Roman gods

IT WAS ABOUT
Tki5 BIG...

PUBLIC NOTICE
The following resolution will reviewed for
adoption by the Calloway County Fiscal
Court on July,30, 1985 at 1:00 PM in the office of the Calloway County Judge
Executive.
A resolution approving an industrial
revenue bond project: authorising the execution of a memorandum of agreement
relating to the financing of such industrial
revenue bond facility; agreeing to undertake the issuance of industrial building
'
revenue bond at the appropriate time;°
alternatively requesting Kentucky
Development Finance Authority to finance
such project; and taking other preliminary
actions.
This resolution approves the issuance of
$3,500,000 of bonds to Murray Enterprises
for the purpose of construction of a
134-room motel on North 641 in Murray,
KY.
The industrial revenue bond indebtedness will be retired from the proceeds of loan payments from Murray
Eriterprises.
Marvin Harris
Calloway County Court Clerk

2.Notice
GLASS repair and replacement work. Auto
glass, plate glass, window glass, patio door
glass, insulated glass,
storm windows. Screens
repaired, store fronts.
entrance doors, glass
table tops. Mirrov cut
to size and shape.`M&G
Complete Glass Co.,
Dixieland Center, Ph
753-0180, 753-2798.

Garage & Attic
Need Cleaned?
Win haul away trash.
Free estimates
Reasonable rates
Call D.on 753-6347
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5, perms
$25, shampoo/set $5,
manicure $3.50.
753-065k Closed Wed..

1
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, scar
LADIES AMP GENTLEMEN,FOFk
AM PROUD TO INTRODUCE
YOUR ENTERTAINMENT PLEASURE, THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
I'VE APPEP MUSIC TO MY ACT
FROM THE STREET WITH
THE BEAT

rASY

televrrurn-17nar
e--phone operator-mail
clerk. Call 759-9704 or
753-8914.
"SUBSTITUTE Grandmother" to provide
daily child care &
occasional babysitting
for infant & two toddlers. Call 436-2839 after
6p.m.
WANTED: Babysitter
for 6 month old, in my
home, starting mid
August, 7:30 to 3:30,
Monday-Friday. Call
753-4003.

Secretary/Bookkeeper
Immediate opening for a full time
position. - Job requires typing, bookkeeping, greeting the
public and excellent
telephone skills.
No phone calls,
please!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 Main St.

Lrm DAVIS

22

2[2' YOU TELL YOUR
PCLKS THAT 6'E1STLE
I WERE COMING
HOME WITH YOU,
ZER07
:

_

EA
EAC-

I TOLI2 THEM
ABOUT BEETLE
BUT NOT YOU

9. Situation Wanted

7-22.
.-2PECT
'-

,
/
.E/T,
(
kis

(T14,47 1AADA4AN AND HER P41.5 ARE
(THE DRUG DEALER'S' WHO FRAMED OON
,
TIME TO ENO THEIR
VICIOU5 TRAFFIC,'

THEN DUMP THEM
FA4T,,CNER
RAILING„,

Public notice is hereby given that the
United States of America, acting through
the Farmers Home Administration, has for
sale the following described real property:
A tract of land consisting of 32.7 acres,
including an older home,garage and tool
shed, located approximately 4 miles northwest of Hazel, Kentucky, on Phillips
Road.
The property will be sold under the
following conditions:
For cash or terms of not less than 5%
downpayment and not to exceed 25 amortized payments at 10.75% annual interest
for the balance of the purchase price. A 5%
deposit is required, whicVill be prompty
refunded if the offer is not accepted.
Acceptance of any bid based on the condition that FmHA finance all or a portion of
the sale on terms will be subject to approval of the bidder's credit by FmHA.
Offers for purchase of property will be
sealed bids, and opening of bids will be
public. Bids will be opened at the FmHA office, Murray, Kentucky, on August 1, 1985,
at 2:00 p.m. .
Property will be sold without regard to
race, color, religion, sex, age, national
origin or marital status.
Prospective buyers may inspect the property by appointment., Bids will be accepted only on Form FmHA 465-10, Invitation, Bid and Acceptance, which are
available, along with additional information about the property, at the FmHa office
located at 104 North Fifth Street, Murray,
Kentucky (Telephone: 502/753-0162).
The Government reserves the right to reject any or all offers.
Dated this 24th day of June, 1985.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
By: Ronald W. Nelson
County Supervisor
Farmers Home Administration

6. Help Wanted

ASSEMBLV
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
2 .Notice
No experience/no
Guaranteed Repair
sales. Details send selfService
RENTAL
DAILY CAR
addressed stamped enOn Car & Home Stereo
LONG TERM LEASE
velope; Elan Vital- '332,
World of Sound
3418 Enterprise Rd.. Ft.
ASK GENE
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
222 S. 12th
AT
EMPLOYMEN-T.
753-5865
TAYLOR
DWAIN
Looking for person to
CHEVROLET
work part time as a
753 2617
11'OR all your taxidermy computer key punch
operator. Must have
KEN Bar Inn member- and leather needs see good typing skills and
ship, cottage plan. No All Seasons Taxidermy experience. Call 753down payment, take and Leathercraft, Hwy. 9694 between 8:30a.m. &
over payment. Call 79, Paris Landing. 901- 4: .m.
644-9310.
489-2117.
r PERIENCED
licensed plumbers.
(
Project location Fulton.
YOU PONT BELIE\oE ME?'
COME ON:
Tn Phone 901-479-2311.
ALL RI6i-iT NOW 3,6 PO
IT WAS I.,,
ELYERAL, State, &
BI66ER fi
YOU THINK IT WAS?
1,--'i
Civil Jobs now available
THAN THA
,. '/! -'',. ,,
in your area. Call
1-619-565-1657 for into.
24hrs.
. \-- `-i
LOOKING for someone
-- 1
.
with electrical & plumvU
bing license interested
in sublabor on an apartment job. If interested
contact Sammy Robins
, r, ,
with Construction Ser• r0;1 1 , 1
vices, Milan. Tn.
I 11.,
901-686-8307.

4%4
. .51. ‘10. .
otAt

NOTICE OF SALE

A molher would like to
babysit day or night.
have references. Call
753-7291.
I would like to take care
of sick or elderly person
for $700 per month.
Phone 1-527-3474.
WILL babysit in my
home evenings for
children 3 yrs. old &
older. References. 753, 1996 or evenings 7539539.
WILL clean your house
or office. Have excellent references. Call
after 6p.m. 759-1762.
WILL do house cleaning, experienced, dependable, reTerences.
Call 753-6043.
WILL sit with elderly
person but can not lift.
Call 474-2386.
WILL sit with the
elderly or sick, some
housework. For more
information call
753 - 4590. Good
references.

aileinserespertsr.4

•Yöi salellome and Business. Grocery;+store with
'3 bedroom hOme. good
condition„ well .insulated.
reasonably priced, excellent location. Owner is

retiring. Don't let this
opportunity escape you.
Call 1-382-2479.

10. Business Opportunity
SATALLITE system
giving you problems?
We service any make or
model anywhere. Service fleet available. 7
years experience. Call
day or night, 901-4792306.
SMALL Famil y business.
One mile froth Murray.
Call 759-9654 after 6pm.

19. Farm Equipment
1976 JOHN Deere 440d
combine, 1074 hours,
excellent condition with
440 corn head & 213 bean
head, $14,500. John
Deere 3800 silage chopper with 2 row corn
header & grass pick-up
header, used for approximately 250 acres
of corn, $4200. 615-2964947 t 296-4330.

14. Want to Buy
20. Sports Equipment
MOPED bike, $300. Can

Wanted To
Buy
Old Fashioned
Tree Dog
(Coon, squirrel,
possum). Must be
Completely Broke!
Serious Call Only
Please
436-2336 After
6:00 P.M.
MURRAY Satellite
Sales needs service van,
'75 or better model. Will
buy or trade. 601 S. 4th,
753-063.
WANTED: electronic
junk CB's, computers,
amps, satellite receivers, LNA transmitters, radio's, etc.
Jo's Palace.

15. Articles for Sale

MUST SELL
/
2
12 x 70, 2 Br., 11
baths, storage room,
closed in back porch,
18 x 24 screened
front, partly furnished. Good condition.
Satellite T.V., carport, 3 lots, storage
bldg. 10 minutes
from lake.
Best Offer:
Call 436-2913
DECORATIVE metal
ceiling and decorative
wood wall panals, (from
old downtown Cherry's
store). Call 753-3186.
GLASS top table 8z 4
chairs, glass top end
tables, stove. Call 4928466 after 5p.m.

INTERNATIONAL Cub
Cadet riding lawn
mower, good condition,
$300. Call 753-8776.

minkrtrarsr77et77.
refrigerator with textured steel door, only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.

16. Home Furnishings
ANTIQUE iron & brass
double bed. Also, new
table & 4 chairs. Call
436-2839 after 5p.m.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.

19. Farm Equipment
NEW Holland 851 -round
baler, serviced regularly, excellent condition. Call 489-2696
- V.
19-Are ST13 wHERL

Horse Compact tractor.
Li hp Briggs & Stratton
engine. Call 753-3862.
gEm., 400 silage cutter.
OW sharpening blades.
1 row header, runs like
new. Call 489-2696 after
61).m.

be seen until 2p.m., B-14
Fox Meadows Ct. 7539546.

24. Miscellaneous
electric
2- 40
Motors, 3 phase, 3600
RPM. 2 electrical starter boxes & 2 breaker
boxes. Can be seen at
the Auto Laundry or
call 753-1331.
BLACTk wrought iron
posts- $12.50, 1 white
rattan chair- $15, 1
antique oak occasional
table- $45. 759-4407.
2x8 FT. corn metal. 1st
quality. $4.50 sheet.
Styrofoam cheap, paneling $5.50 sheet and up.
Paschall Salvage,
Hazel, Ky. 901-498-8964.
400 LB. capacity cube
ice maker, small chest
freezer, upright freezer,
ice cream machine, air
conditioner, coin
operated pool table. '74
Datsun 610 station wagon. Phone 436-5650.
Consider trade for economical car or truck.
CRAFTSMAN 10" table
saw $150. craftsman 3.7
Cu. in. chain saw with
18" bar for $125. and a
Fedders 110 volt air
conditioner $100. 7531966 after 5p.m.
PULL size bed, box
springs & mattress.
Kero-Sun heater, 9,600
BTU. Brown rocker
recliner, antique chest
of drawers. 1975 black
Monte Carlo. Call after
5p.m. 753-7925. .

WHIRLPOOL
Air Conditioners

5,000 B.T.U.
$4.00 Per Week
10,000 B.T.U.
$6.50 Per Week
18,000 B.T.U.
$8.25 Per Week
25,000 B.T.U.
$10.75 Per Week
(With Approved
Credit)

Rudolph
Goodyear
721 S. 12th
753-0595

24. Miscellaneous

3:

RAILROAD ties, 3
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
753-2905 or 435-4343.
SEASONED firewoodoak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
NE Dill Electric for
used air conditioners,
new & used electric
motors, motor rewinding & repair. We also
buy used air conditioners. 753-9104.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 7530595.
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27. Mobile Homes for Sale

ne
air
Ca

Bank Repossession
- Assume loan with
small down payment on a 1979
Parkwood 14x70,
2 BR, A-quality
Northern
made
home with central
heat & air. $1,250
down, $172 a
month. This home
is already set up in
Coach
Estates
Mobile Home Park
in Murray, ready to
move into. Contact
Starks Bros. Mobile
Homes for details,
753-2922.
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33.

1115

boy
Cal.

34.

12x69 2 BEDROOM,
newly carpeted, partly
furnished. Located in
Calloway Co. Call 502247-2853.
12x60 ATLANTIC set-up
in - Fox Meadows. Call
753-7184 or 753-7241 after
5p.m.
1.60 HOUSE TRAILER,
with 12x41 addition. 4 BR,
living room, kitchen,
bath, utility room. Best
reasonable offer. Call after 2pm 437-4628.
1977 VILLAGE 12x60, 2
BR. E-26 Fox Meadows.
Call 753-0200.
1 BEDROOM, all electric, furnished with air
conditioning with permit for dock over
looking the lake at Pine
Bluff Shores. 753-5405.
77 'MOBILE home,
12x60, appliances, underpinning, 200 amp.,
utility pole, cement
steps, very good condition. 474 - 8077 or
474-2253.
REDUCED- 12 x 66
mobile home & lot. 2
BR. dining, large living
rm. with 4 ft. factory
add-on. Mostly furnished, including kitch.-en appl: lots of
cabinet space. Central
air & nat. gas heat, city
water & sewer. All
located on approx. 5/8
acre lot consisting of
double- carport, 8x12 ft.
masonite utility shed &
brick front porch. Call
492-8892 after 5p.m.
SECLUDED11, _5 . plus
acres, 1982 12x56 _Buccaneer with central air
& fireplace, 12x24 block
building, woods & pond,
reduced. 474-2718 after
lla.m.
'TRAILER for sale.
12x60. see Brandon Dills
Trailer Court. 753-9104.
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28. Wade Homes for Rent
12x60 TRAILER. See
Brandon Dill, Dills
Trailer Ct. Must have
references.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished;
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
BR, partly furnished,
adults only, no pets, in
country. Call 759-1029.

30. Business Rentals

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

Th
Lor
Th.
Ut.
Thi
Of
Ne,
Re'

13UiLDING in rear of
Dixieland Center on
Chestnut St. 32x50 ft., 4
overhead doors, gas
heat, toilet & office.
Suitable for automotive
or service work. $300
per month. Call
753-3018.

Sell
Del
Ma
& t
Frei

31, Want to Rent
MSU Professor & wife

T•r
13cA

.seeking to rent unfurnished, 2 BR home
with air conditioning,
$300-$400 per month.
Call 312-484-2859 after
6p.m.
c

Cot.
"End
Din
Tot

NABISCO
Snack Products
(2) Routes for sale in this area by

National Distributor. Service Select
Company established accounts.
10-12 hours per week. No special
vehicle needed. Earning potential
of $2504450 per week.'Requires
$ i orAniVetash -investrnon't,- pet'
route. We offer continued
atsistance, product promotion and
group insurance. Send addrkss,
phone no. and references to Box H
this Newpaper.
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CLASSIFIEDS
32. Apts for Rent

37. Livestock-Supplies

43. Real Estate
IIANK of Murray & Fm
H.A. repossessed properties. Other listings.
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894.
MOICE 35 Acres lake
front property on Main
body of lake.,.Over 600
feet of water frontage,
long black top road
access (Ky. 1918
Southeast gl Murray
near Pine, .Bluff. Suitable for resort, motel or
super home sites.
Priced under $2000 per
acre. Terms available
Ken Shores Estates
753-7531.
WATERFRONT lot at
LakeWay Shores,
$5,500. Call 753-9963.

VION11).4.1., .11 .I.1" 22, 1985
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49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
1982 FORD Escort, red, APPLIANCE
PAINTING
Paper
WET BASEMENT? We
47,00.0 miles, am fm SERVICE. Kenmore
Aluminum
, hanging, commerical or
make wet basements
cassette stereo, excel
Westinghouse. residential. Free asService CO.
dry. Work completely
lent condition, $3,000. Whirlpool 23 years timates.
References 25
Aluminum and vinyl
guaranteed. Call or
Call 753 7275.
experience. Parts and years experience.
write Morgan Con
siding. Custom trim
1984 MAZDA Sport LE service, Bobby Hopper, Tremon Farris 759-1987
38. Pets-Supplies
struction Co Rt. 2, Box
work.
War-smu
ts.
6,000 miles, Excellent Bob's Appliance Ser- nOOFTNG.
Plumbing
AKC registered Collie
409A, Paduc", Ky
Call WIN Ed Malley,
condition. Call 753 1054 vice, 202 S. 5th St
Siding, Additions
puppies. male & female,
42001 or call 1-44 7026.
after 5 PM
753-0689
Business
753-4872.
436- Painting, General ('ar,
wormed & shots. ReWILL
haul white rock,
5848
.
1984
4
home)
NISSON Maxima,
pentry P.A Molony Co GENERAL maintenance.
asonable. Call 615-232sand, lime, rip rap and
APPLIANCE REPAIR
a/c, sun roof, power
7 5 3 -.8 6 2
7441'.
Free roofing, painting etc 70
masonary sand, coal...
windows, cream color, Factory authorized for Estimates.
PIN
7 week old
yrs. experience. Free es
dirt, gravel, fill sIncl
leather interior. Som'e Tappan. Kelvinator and ,ENF,RAL mainten
female Doberman
timates
Call 474 2330.
Call Roger Hudson,
one to take over Brown. Service on gas ance, roofing, painting
puppies, $45 ea. Call
SPEEDWAY Truck
753 4545 or 753-6763.
payments. Call days and electric ranges. etc. '20 yrs. experienCe.
753-0620.
Free Estimates
Wash, Highway 641
microwaves, dis- Free estimates.
9912473284 nights901
Call North. Call to find out
FREE Kittens, 6 weeks
hwashers. re- 474-2330. '
3299.
247
REPAIRS
Call:
753-6244
old Call 753-1820.
Our summer specials
Ca. TV and Stereos
'71 TOYOTA Corona, frigerators, etc. Earl
We
also
stock
Delco
MURRAY NOME A AUTO
good condition, $675. Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
Batteries, starters and 1).41.7'S Window CleanTRUE VALUE
40. Produce
5341.
Call 753-7629.
ing Service. Call 436-2845
Nor thsotit• Shopping Ctr
alternat
ors
Business
Brother
&
s
'77
CHRYSLER . New
CONES U-PICK. Now
753-2571
phone 753 8521, home or 753-9873.
Yorker, white with Sons. Siding, gutters
ready. peas- Horticul759 1151
roofs,
replace
ment
white interior, all
ture, Blue Lake & Ky.
STUMP REMOVAL
windows. 30 _yrs. ex
power, V8, fair condi
Wonder Pole Beans. 45. Farms for Sale'
SERVICE
Tired of
perienc
e.
Free
es
Sweet corn at maturity. III ACRES at Cherry lion, best offer. Call
unsightly stumps and
timates.
Free
1502362-4
Estimat
895
es
Lima beans soon. 1'mile Corner. No buildings
753 4783 ask for David.
mowing around them?
West of Benton on $50,000. See Burlin '78 BUICK Park
759-1983
We can emove any
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Symsonia Hwy. Phone Wood or call 753-3625.
Avenue, 85,000 mi., all
Wedding
stump and leave a fresh
527-7657.
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
power, nice, asking
Photography
SUMMER is here
seed bed with no darn
APPLES for sale. Call 46. Homes for Sale
$3300. Call after 6p.m.
Bring your mowers age to surrounding
OVIR
753-82
98
489-2467, Tucker Or. 3 BEDROOM briCk in 753-7275.
(riding 8, push), tillers, lawn. Larry Wood 70
10 VI ARS
CARTER STUDIO
chards Landfill road.
Lynnwood Estates. '80 FIREBIRD, excel
chain saws, small en 0211.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
XPE PIE. CI
•
300 MAIN ST., SUITE 8
YOU pick purple hull Large den with lent condition. New
RAISED PANEL DOOR'S
gines and welding to
Birch • 011/1. • Walnut • Cherry
peas. Call 753-8848.
1 North 3rd Entrance
fireplace. dining room, tires, all extras, t tops.
Moody's Repair for
13LINCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASE
S
kitchen combination. Call 759-4573 or 489 2822.
their tune up and over
KITCHtlY CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
ment, furnished, adjoin- 41. Public Sales
Insulated to TVA
•
•
DENNIS McClure con- haul. Cherry Corner
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE
CUTLASS
81
Supreme,
REFINISHING
ing college. Call 753-3134.
specification. Neat Sr loaded, $4800 Call 489
COMPETITIVE PenCES Drop Dv &
struction, roofing, Road, 753 5668 Free
Soo Ovr Desploy
TAKING applications
clean. Call 753-9730 2711
MISS MARTHA'S
painting, plumbing, in- pickup 8. delivery. Work
*Boxing
•
for Section 8. Rent
after 3p.nt.
▪ 1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
MERCEDES, 1977, terior or exterior. Guaranteed.
ANTIQUES
*Farmi
ng
•
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
3 BR. 2 bath brick, acre 300D, excellent condi- Phone 502-382-2689. Rt. TREES trimmed or
• •_•••••••••••••.•
••••
Open every day in
BR. Apply Hilldale
*Barn Posts
lot, well insulated, new tion, $10,500.
1. Sedalia.
removed. Also, yard
Call 442
Hazel, Ky. New itmes
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
roof, built-in BBQ pit, 7006 after 5p.m.
1•EINCE sales at Sears work. Experienced.
*Fence
include: Small pine dry
Equal Housing
patio. 753-2499 after
MUST 501, 1973 Vega. now. Call Sears 753-2310 Free. estimates. Call
Posts
JERRY ATKINS,& ASSOC.
Opportunity.
sink, beautiful tall
Will se Ll cheap. Call for free estimate for 436 2690.
*Treate
walnut
d
wardrobe,
Lumber
r.
5 BR 2 bath 2 car 7539413.
your needs.
'TREE work. Complete
unusual 1933 pin ball
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
garage, central air, gas
33. Rooms for Rent
*Metal Roofing
GENERAL HOME removal, topping, trimachine, matching oak
heat. Camelot Subdivi- 50. Used Trucks
REPAIR.
& Circle A Fencing)
15 years ex- mming & stumps re
*Farm Hardware
ROOMS for girls or
sion, $44.500. 753-9428 or
table, chairs & buffet,
perience. Carpentry, moved. Insured. Call
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
boys near university.
1981 GMC PL' Sierra concret
442-0288 evenings.
e, plumbing, 753-0211.
kitchen cabinets, pine
:
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding
BAILEY'S
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894
4 BR, 3 bath, formal Classic, 47.xxx miles, roofing. siding. NO JOB
chimney cupboard, old
Soffit & Trim Work,
extras,
must
sell,
best
dining
FARM
TO SMALL. Free esroom & living
church pews, small
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
34. Houses for Rent
room, family room with offer or trade. Day timates. Days 753-6973.
Painting
pine corner cabinet.
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
753-4703
night
759-1274.
LUMB
ER
firep
ni
lace, 1608
s
rE
474.2276.
3 BR. 2 bath, 2 car
Interior .& exterior,
Phone: 492-8145.
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
#
Sycamore.. Call 1982 DODGE D-150
RING by Sears.
garage, central air, gas
quality work. ComSUPPLY
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
pickup.
-cy.,
.6
positive
Sears continuous gutheat. Camelot subdivi- AUCTION. Farm 753-6648.
petitive prices. Insured.
FENCING
Industrial Drive"
home for traction, 3-speed over- ters installed for your
sion. Rent $425 plus machinery & related
Over 16 years exdrive transmission, ex- specific'ations.
Chain-Link•Split Rail•Farm•Privacy
Murray, KY.
Call
deposit. Available Aug. items, Tues. Aug. 6th sale- heavily insulated
cellent mechanical Sears 753-2310
perience. Call Ralph
Financing Available Phone. 753-8407
Phone 759-1099
-for free
10th. 753-9428 or
i 44210288 10a.m. Hwy. 62 East, with over 3000 sq. ft. of condition. Sharp,
Muter 759-1050
$4800. estimate.
Sikeston, Mo. 1 3/4 unique style on 33
evenings.
Call
753-7182
after
5p.m
mile East of 1-55. Bank private acres. 4 Bdrm.,
INSULATION blown in
LARGE 4 BR, 3 bath, repossessions, farmers- .2 bath, 7 species of hand 974 FORD .window van, by. ,Sears. TVA ap6
cyc.
stick shift. Call proved. Save on
3200 sq. ft , newer & dealers reducing cut paneling, solid wood
those
DAILY GOLD 8I'SILVER PRICES
house, close to town. surplus items. This is an floors & beamed ceiling 759-9512 or 753-0366,
high heating and coolGold
Silver
Call 7536035.
open sale. Farm trac- throughout. Heat pump,
ing
bills.
Call
Kentucky Central InsurancigCompanies
Sears
Closed
Closed
tors, light industrial wood stove & all 5 1 . Campers
753-2310 for free
equip.,, implements, and modern features. Con- 1973 23
OFFERING:
Yesterday 318.50
ILDEftNt.,SS estimate.
Yesterday
6 14
37. Livestock-Supplies
trucks. Hale Auction tact Kopperud Realty self contained camper, J OINER:S complet
Automobile
Opened
e
Opened
LARGE round bales, CO. (314)471-7605.
753-1222.•
$3,000. Call 437-4331.
Homeowners
tree service. 32 yrs.
Today
317.70
Today,
6 10
mixed hay with Timo- GIANT yard sale. Bus- ITY owner, 3 BR brick, / 2 CAMPS. 1971 experi
Fire
ence. Also.
Down
.80
thy. Fescue & Clover. iness books, clothes. baths, den, living room, Nomad 17 ft., sleeps 6, stumps
Down
04
Life
mechanically
Call 489-2696 after 6p.m.
Compliments of:
shoes, beds, chests, dining room combina- partly self-contained. removed 10'' below
•Term
REGISTERED Quarter dressers, bedroom tion, double garage. '73 Sprtsman 12 ft.. surface. Call 753-0366.
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
•Universol Life
..horse mare, 4 yrs. old, suites, couches, chairs, central heat and air. sleeps 4, ice box, 2 LAWN mower
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
& tiller
•Guaronted Issue
professionally trained, refrigerator, ranges, Price $67,500. 753-7456.
burners, gas stove. Both repair. Call Wayne or
753-7113
For Free Analysis & Quotes •Senior Citizens
gentle, no bad habits. dryers, suntan oil & ITY owner. 3 BR brick good condition. Call Kim Wilson
3 miles S.
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Cancer
Also, Buckskin Quarter lotion at $1.00 & $1.25 ranch home, Peggy Ann 474-2361.
Street
1
4
ctk
t
h yS
on 121. Phone 753-5086.
Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12-5 Sunday
horse gelding, good trail bottle, antiques. Some- Dr. 2 baths, 2 car
IRA s
M4utirreckSy7uKtehnitu2
LICENS
ED
Electrici
an
horse, gentle for anyone thing for everyone. garage, stove & dish 52. Boats-Motors
for residential. and
to ride. Call 753-9994 or Trash & Treasure. 806 washer, central heat & 28 SYLVAN pontoon
commercial. Heating
Coldwater Rd. 753-4569.
753-2278 evenings.
air, newly painted. Low boat complete with and air condition: gas
40's. Call 759-1472 for furniture & tandem installation and repair.
ointment. trailer. 40 hp. motor. Phone 753-7203.
FRESH on the market- Excellent condition. MITCHELL Paving.
2 bedroom brick home Firm *6.000. 474-8084.
Sealing striping, repair
in quiet residential 40 FT. Stardust Crusier. & complete asphalt
neighborhood. Outside Hull painted last fall. Installation. All jobs,
storage building and. new paint, new exterior large & small. Call
Has an Opening for an
garden area. Offered at carpet, $11,995. See at 753-1537.
Assistant Administrator
only $27,000 through Kenlake Marina. Call MOWING. Also,
hauling
Kopperud Realty. 753- 618-735-2558 or 618-244- and yard work.
(1) High school graduate, some
Re1222.
5440 ask for Herb.
asonable rates, good
college preferred.
HOME and 4 acres for FOR sale- the cutest references. Call Jerry
sale close to town in little houseboat on Ken- 759-9661.
(2) Previous health care experience
private location. Of- tucky Lake. 33 foot !cEED work
on your
fered through Kopperud Seagoing with large trees? Topping,
helpful
prunRealty for only $25,000. front deck, 4 cyl. Volvo ing, shaping,
complete
(3) Must enjoy working directly
Phone 753-1222, day or' engine, air, shower, removal and
more. Call
night.
radios:, tape player, BOV'ER'S TREE
with residents and families.
LET'S talk abouf- excellent condition. SERVICE for Prosummer on the lake' Under $10,000. See at fessional tree care.
Send Resume to:
This pretty lake home Town & Country Marina 753-0338.
could be lived in year. or 618-524-2533.
ODD job specialist,
Fern Terrace Lodge
around with special SAILBOAT. 11 ft. Snark ceiling fans,
electrical.
summer fun! 2 bdrms. 2 "Mayflower", complete plumbing, fencing.
1505 Stadium View Drive
You
baths & a large recrea- with trailer, and ac- name it, I do it.
You
Murray, Kentucky 42071
tion room. Deck across -cessories. Holds up 'to 3 buy.. I 'install.
You
the front with lake view or 4 adults. Call break. I fix. Call
436& place to park your 753-9752.
2868.
boat. All this priced in
the 50's. Phone 753-1222, 53. Services Offered
Ross
Kopperud Realty for all ALL type
masonry
the information.
work, block, brick,
Constr
uction
REWL"7"deco- concrete, driveways,
New homes,
bedrooms, deep lot on sidewalks, patios, house
10th between Main and foundations. 25 years
Renovations.
Poplar. 753-6123, 759- experience. Free esAll types repairs
1813.
timates. Call Charles
759-4614
OWNER must sell. Barnett 753-5476.
From The 4 Woy Stop Take Hwy 80 East .\,2 Mile Jo
Remodelred 3 bdrm.
Commerce Street, Proceed North To Sale SiteT
home. Asking $43,000
but negotiable. 1704
i
Farmer Ave. 753-3006.
.
.
(alp This Ad From The Paper
49. Used Cars
And
Save For A Handy Reference)
1951 FORD 2 door
Deluxe, excellent restorable condition, $475.
31
436-5806.
1975 CHEVY Caprice
,
Classic, 2 dr., 350 motor,
6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
all power, good mech.
This 3 Bedroom Home With Bath Has A Great Room
Phone 753-4940 serious
Phone 753-5351 /753-5352
Large Kitchen With Nice Cabinets And Carpet
calls only.
Throughout The Home Has Storm Windows A Large
1976
CHEVRO
LET and
Utility Room And A Carport With Concrete Drive Au
1976 Buick Estate wagon.
These Features Are Located On A Large Lot With Lots
All new tires. A-I condiOf Mature Shade, A Gdrden Spot And In A Desirable
Neighborhood The Home Is Neat And Clean Anil
tion. Call 436-2427 after 6
TROUBLES
Ready To Move Into'
Pim
If it's with wel
1976 VEGA. auto., nice,
Selling At Absolute Auction With The Lost Bid
Iron block, $395. Boat,
Definitely Buying The Property So Don't Hesitate And
pumps, plumbin
'CHINI•CHIM
Make Plans To Be There When The Hammer Foils' Mr
motor, trailer. $350. Call
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
FLIGHT ATTENDANT • CUSTOMER SERVICE
& Mrs Powell .rSie Moving To Mississippi So Come
759-1801.
or
electric
then
,
I
Prepared To Bid And Buy Where You Set The Price'
CM to,I Free (elm..
1977 CUTLASS Supreme
Find out II you quality for our I2-week training
ClueRry Work Good Winn
have
the
answer.
Oldsmobi
le,
V-6,
air,
CHIMNEY GLEANING
and
career
a
in the AirlineiTravel industry Join
Terms on Real Estota-$2 000 00 D.,.., DoY Or Sole
•nwn ..ttf KW'S
power brakes & power
Balance Within 21 Dos And Deliver. Ot Deed
Call John Glover,
over 2.000 Graduates placed vvith mOre than
•,,eratof'
, coo Mar
t
Ahromoro
Vinyl
sod
steering, tilt & cruise,
•••:. •1333
90 Airlines
licensed
with
Siding, Custom trio
26
350
transmiss
ion.
Real
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Ground service positions in
work. Ittloroncits.
990d condition. 492 8613.
Couch With Floral Design, 2 Recliners. Coffee Table &
years experience.
753-3445
• Reservations
"End Tables, 3 Loriderback Rockers, Corner Cabinet
1977 T BIRD, black and
• Ramp/Gate Agents
Coll
WiU fel Bailey,
Answeri
Dining Table wrCaptain Chair. 36- Hutch Breakfast
ng
servic
silver, ps, pb,.pw, am fm.
• Ticket Agents
• Travel Agents
75.1-0689.
Toble ...Mood Finish & 6 Spindle Back Chairs, 30'
Must sell. Call 753-7377.
provided.
Continuous Cleon Gas Ronge, Whirlpool 17 Cu Ft
FLIGHT ATTENDANT TRAINING at our Ontario school
1978 CHEVY station
Frost Free Refrigerator, GE 18,000 BTU Air Condi
A special 2.hour group interview will by
honer, Kenmore Electric Sewing Machine vi,Stool, l'•
wagon, 9 passenger.
conducted in your area tor all candidates.
Sears Portable B&W Televisions, 3- Pc Bookcase
Call 7537798.
Bedroom Suite, 3 Pc Bedroom Suite, 3 Pc Cannonball
MONDAY - July 22
1 9 7 8 MERCURY
Post Bedroom Suite, Chest of Drawers, Cedor Chest
RANDY
Zephyr, extra sharp,
Quilt Box, Lamps, Pictuges, Dishes, Pots & Pans. Iron,
HOLIDAY,INN
Pots & Skillets. 2 Flat Irons, 6 Place Serving Silverware
$20,00., 1973 Jensen
THORNTON
727 Joe Clifton Dr. •
Set. Set Of Carving Knives, Hoover Upright Vacuum
Healey Convertible,
HEATING AND AIR
Stone Crockery, Sears 22 Cu Ft Chest Freezer,
Send
Aour
$2000. 1981 Yamaha 550.
PADUCAH, KY
C rile/
. Kenmore Washer, GE Dryer. Weed Fate, 51
CONDMO
NING INC.
1
25
Cord
Call
753-6306.
packages the easy
Gibson 5 hp Power Reverse Tiller, Lawn Choirs
P.M.
6:00
1979 MIX GL package,
Wheelbarrow, Potted Plants. Lownrnower, Extension
way
(leaniny
Airline interviews are schedu[ed on carnous
Ladder Stepladder, 10" Toble Saw. ''," Electric Drill
extra sharp & clean,
Use our con A ent
714" Sail Sow, 3'' Belt Sander, Jigsaw, Vise, 5 gal L P
trtineng
program'
during yOur
white with burgundy,
•Careets
ILlo_ttle v./Double Burner, Corn Sheller, StbYe Hood,
ser#Ice We accept
eA*v..46000.- Cali -ts.!2.1
" cWr: -den Push Plow And lots More Misc '
•Lriglorster
644-9262
UPS packages fOr
1979 CUTLASS
• For helfeennetioe Contact The Powells: 502-417-41121
•F ree Estimates
shipment
Supreme, Lt. blue, orig.
Satisfaction
.COURT SQUARE
owner, iow mileage.
Guarant
eed
Sell 61400 below retaili,
ANTIQUES •
It herr Airline Careers Begin.'
TN. Ooravrol DorPrk sod co;
Call 759-4005, 753 4953.
Downtow
rho Nolo.1or salvo sad sor.
n
AUCTIONEER A REAL ESTATE BROKER
1980 tHEVY Hat
Woo lo Morley sod Obllogroy
Court Square
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
chback, 5 Or.. 46,000
ACADEMY
CoorrOp
IOmmouvo,
753-7499
miles, AC,. excellent
(502) 623-8466 Or (502) 623-6388
Vancouver • SI Louis • Ontario
733-8
161
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN
Washingt
Missouri
conditio
on
n,
$2300.
Call
Californiz
.
SEVERAL STATES
753 8165.
2 BR apt. near
downtown Murray.
Adults only. 'Call 7534109. 762-6650, or 4362844.
1 & 2 BR furnished
.apartments, lease &
deposit, adults, no pets.
Call 753-9208 after 4p.m.
1 BEDROOM, log
duplex, energy efficient, water .paid.
Deposit required. Call
753-8848.
1 BR apt., stove, refrigerator & water furnished, no pets, $135.
Call 753-3949.
1 BR furnished apt.. low
utilities. Call 753-3949.
2 BR duplex, 411 N. 5th.
Murray. Also, 1 room
efficiency 'apt. 1603
College Farm Rd. Call
492-8225.
2 BR duplex, quiet
neighborhood, central
air & heat. $250 month.
Call 753-8096.
FURNISHED apartments. 1 or 2 BED.
ROOM. Also, sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
apartments, S. 16th.
753-6609.
&

REG. Brittany Spaniel
pups, good hunting
stock, males $125. Call
395.7793.

_

Keith Black
Painting &
Decorating
•Commercial
•Residential
•Walk,
papering

TIYARS

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

L

eriurrs

•

awr--b-e=n A----t
par_-

FARM
LUMBER

nrAUTIFUL

Hopkins Insurance Agency

Call
Dr. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

Fern Terrace Lodge
of Murray

Carlos Black Jr.
Painting Co.

In Business for 25 Years
Quality Work
6 Expierenced Painters
To Serve You.
No Job is To Large Or Too Small.
We Carry a Full Line of Insurance
For fast Service
Call 753-0839 or 753-0845
Open: 7:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

SAT., JULY 21 - 10:00 A.M.
Mr. & Mrs. Adler Poweli, Owners
Hardin, Kentucky

Dial-A-Service

FOR LEASE

5500 Sq. Ft. Building
in Murray
Excellent Location
In Shoppng Center
Heavy Traffic
Excellent Lease

Taxi Cab Service

911

Police
911

753-2380

AIRLINE CAREERS

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Calloway County

Rescue Squad

153-6952

cite

Poison

Control.

JAMES R. CASH
.11..

.3

Call•••
753-582/

INTERNATIONAL AIR

.veter.wipswoosallswimtallsilioanwpo

-..a1=••

753-7588

tt"

-•

.

ef
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Annie C. Sanders dies Noel L. Melugin, 77, dies
Mrs. Annie Calhoun retired from Bell City
Noel L. Melugin, 77, Harney and Jill
Sanders, 71, Rt. 1, Pottery.
710 Olive St., retired Harney; one greatBorn
May
24,
1914,
in
Sedalia, was pronouncMurray businessman, grandson, Stephen Noel
ed dead on arrival at Calloway County, she died Saturday
at 1:47 Harney; stepbrother,
was
the
daughter
of the
8:30 p.m, Sunday at
p.m. at Murray - Thomas Martin,
Marshall County late William Ether
Calloway County Michigan; one uncle,
Hospital, Benton. She Calhoun and Myrtie Hospital.
Hugh Melugin, Murray.
was being transferred Hale Calhoun.
Services will be at
He had been in
Survivors
are
one
from Murray-Calloway
4:30 p.m. today in the
business
Murray
in
for
County Hospital to daughter__ Mrs. Ralph
over 20 years with his ehapel-trf J.H. Churchill
Lourdes ki
.ospital, ( Wandi ) Robinson, last business being Funeral
tforne.
Paducah, when her Paris, Tenn.; four sons,
Melugin Outboard on
Dr. Geg Earwood
Max
Sanders
and
Jerry
death occurred.
South Seventh Street. and Dr. H.C. Chiles will
Sanders, Puryear.
She was preceded in Tenn., Jack Sanders. He was a member and officiate. Bobby Malone
death by her husband, Warren. Mich., and deacon of First Baptist will be soloist.
Active pallbearers
Charlie Sanders, on Oct. Larry Sanders, Rt. 1, Church.
Born Oct. 13, 1907, in will be Tommy
3. 1982, and by one son, Sedalia.
Alvis Graves Sanders. ' Also surviving are one Calloway County, he Lavender, Roger
was the son of the late Melugin, Dale Melugin,
on June 2, 1969.
sister, Mrs. Bertha
John Melugin and Hettie G. T. Lilly, Tommy
Overcast.
Rt.
6. MurA member of Bell City
Hoke, Jeddie Cathey,
Curd Melugin.
Baptist Church. she was ray; one brother, LonHe is survived by his Will Whitnell and Bob
nie Calhoun. Rt. I, Farmington; 14 grand- wife, Mrs. Ruby Ross Melugin.
Members of the
children; six great- Melugin, to whom he
Fellowshi
was
married
on
June
p Sunday
13,
grandchildren.
§chool Class of First
The funeral will be 1927; one daughter,
Mrs. Carolyn Jacob, Inaptist Church, Mancil
Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
-Oklahoma City. Okla.: Vinson, teacher, will
chapel of Max Churchill
one son, Lee Ross serve as an honorary
Funeral Home.
The Rev. John Melugin, Fernandina group.
Conn Spencer, 85, Rt.
Burial will follow in
Shepherd officiated. Beach, Fla.
4, Murray. died Sunday
Also surviving are the Murray City
J.C. and Edith Warren
at 9:38 a.m. at Murray.
three grand-children. Cemetery.
will be singers.
Calloway County
Friends may call at
Burial will follow in Phil Lee Harney and
Hospital.
wife, Debbie, Jay the funeral home.
Point Pleasant
A retired farmer, he Cemetery in Henry
On Jan. 27, 1967, astronauts Gus Grissom, Edwas a member of South County, Tenn.
ward
White and Roger Chaffee were killed in a
Friends
may call at
Pleasant Grove United
flash fire while aboard their Apollo I spacecraft
the funeral home after 5
Methodist Church.
on the launch pad at Cape Kennedy.
Born June 23. 1900, in p.m. today (Monday).
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Robert Spencer and Ida
Miller Spencer.

Mr. Spencer
dies; funeral
iites today

He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Malinda Redden Spencer, to whom
he was married-March
17, 1934; one son, Dale
Spencer. Rt. 4. Murray;
one grandson. Claip
Spencer.
Services will be today
at 3 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

Stock Market

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Brigg• & Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barrell
Dollar Gen. Store
The Rev. Bob Dotson Durakon
will officiate. Mrs. E-Z-Esu Inc.
Oneida White will be Ford
Forum Group
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be G.A.F.
R.L. Cooper, Hewlett General Motors
Cooper. Jackie Cooper, GenCorp, Inc.
Tommy Gaines, Randy Goodrich
Goodyear
Redden and Ray Sims.
Burial will follow in
the 'Sinking Spring
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.

•5.27
551,2 unc.
17 -3:8
223.1.
281,2 une
355,8 -1,4
141-8 - 114
25% unc
I4
133/4
13% unc
43/
1
4 + 1 ,,
101/,
1 -1
32% -5/8
69/
1
4 - 1/4
46% +1
/
4
311
/
4 unc
28% -Vs

I.B.11.
Jerrie()
kmart
.I('Penne
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Scientific-Atlanta
sears
Texaco
Time Inc
l'.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
U.E.F. Yield

128%
11/8
'
21
361
/
4 .3/4
50
401
/
4 1/4
51
11% .1/2
373/4 "1'4
:36% .%
55% unc
unc
51% unc
181
/
4
7.02

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Brownfield rites Sunday
Final rites for Mrs.
Katie Brownfield were
Sunday at 2 p.m:at the
Buffalo Baptist Church,
Buffalo, Ky.
In charge of arrangements was
Brownfield Funeral
Home, Hodgenville.
Mrs. Brownfield, 91,
died Friday at 1:45 p.m.
at West View „Nursing
Home, Murray.

She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. G.M.
(Allene) Knight, Rt.-5,
Murray; two sons, Paul
S. Brownfield, Hodgenville, and- Ray B.
Brownfield, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Virginia
Beeler, Elizabethtown;
a sister-in-law, Mrs. Lee
Keith, Lebanon; seven
grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews.

Boyce T. Rowland, 76, dies
Boyce T. Rowland, 76, Stockton, Murray, and
Rt. 1, Bardwell, died Mrs. Pauline Hagen,
Sunday morning at Tompkinsville;. one
Western Baptist brother, Lyscal
Hospital, Paducah.
Rowland, Bardwell.
He was a member of
The funeral will be
Kirbyton Baptist Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
Church. Born Dec. 6, chapel of Milner
1908, at Kirbyton, he Funeral Home,
was the son of the late Bardwell.
Simon I. Rowland and
Dr. John Meadows,
Hettie Webb Rowland.
the Rev. David StephenSurvivors are his son and the Rev.
wife, Mrs. Eva Jones Maurice Absher will
Rowland; three officiate.
daughters, Mrs. Thelma
Burial will foLlow in
Hill, Te&imsey, Mo., Rose Lawn Ceinetery,
Mrs. Joyce Deemer. Bardwell.
Warren, Ind., and Mrs.
Friends may call
Diana Murphy, West after 5 p.m. today ( MonFrankfort, Ill.; three day) at the funeral
sons, Robert Rowland, home.
Marion, Ill., Jimmy Don
The family requests
Rowland. Bardwell, and that expressions of symPhillip Rowland, War- pathy be' in the form of
rend, Ind.
donations to American
Also surviving are two Cancer Society or the
sisters, Mrs. Thelma Heart Fund.

Washer funeral on Sunday
Services for James H. at 5:15 p.m. at Murray (Jim) Washer Sr., were Calloway County
Sunday at 3 p.m. in the Hospital.
'
chapel of J.H. Churchill
A retired farmer, he
Funeral Home. The had served for many
Rev. Terry Sills of- % years on the Calloway
ficiated. Mrs. Oneida County Board of
White was organist.
Education.
Active pallbearers
Born Oct. 31, 1899, in
were Gary Washer,
Calloway County. he
Erven Washer, Jamie
was the son of the late
Washer, Tony Washer,
John A. Washer and
Mike Sykes and Danny
011ie Cunningham
Glover.
Washer.
Honorary pallbearers
He is survived by his
were Carl Usrey, Willis
Short, Wendell Allbrit- wife, Mrs. Robbie Butten, Kenneth Melvin, terworth Washer, to
Billy Stubblefield, John whom he was married
Grogan, Lelon Strader, on Dec. 2, 1917; one
Rupert McCuiston, daughter, Mrs. Howard
Crawford Hanley, (Barbara) Darnell, Rt.
Robert Ross, Billy Mur- 7, Mayfield; two sons,
dock, Curtis Palmer, Ned Washer and wife,
Eurie Warren, Max Geneta, Rt. 2, Murray,
Hurt and Kirby and James H. Washer
Jr. and wife, Melba,
Jennings.
1629
Olive Extended,
Burial was in the West
Murray; 12 gran Fork Cemetery.
Mr. Washer Sr., 85, children ; 18 greatRt. 2. Murray. Kirksey grandchildren; one
community riiari Friday great-great-grandchild.

NEW

1 1.9%

Financing

All Chevrolet New Units except /
12
& 3/4 ton 2 wheel and 4 wheel
Drive Trucks which are 8.8%
Financing

Your excuse
for not hearing
has virtually
disappeare
"Ask About
Our 30 Day
Trial"

Audibel Infra Ear Hearing
Aid. So small it virtually
disappears within your ear.
Yet so advanced it makes
other hearing aids sound as
old-fashioned as they look.

S 12th St
Murray
753 2617

Dwain
Taylor
CHEVROLET, INC.

ii-O;i/E/44'c Co
MEDICAL SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS

206 South 4th, Murray, 753-8055
2620 Broadway, Paducah, 442-3561
304 Main St., Fulton, 472-1511

Murray Home & Auto 741
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
753-2571

Tucillatae
.ACIONNAPIE STOP, -

Bring In Your Pool Water
For Chemical Testing
We've made a Special Trade on these

You need to
know how
many gallons
of water your
pool holds or
what size
your pool is
then we can
test your
water to
balance your
pool.
We have a
complete
supply of
chemicals.

3 Bin Fruit Boxes
•Solid Pine
Construction
•Ceramic Knobs
•Makes Great
Gifts
•100 in Stock
Only $19.00
.95 tax

$19.95
Advertised Nationally in
Catalogues '79.95

Now
See them at

!xawne,..

c

I

Dwain Tay QE

Chevrolet, Showroom
753-2617

.4

20°/$3
Off

Also Chemicals
For Spas
and Hot Tubs.
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